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GAMEBOY,

You've been transported to a land lost in turmoil. There's a dark storrtt

on the horizon and evil forces lurk everywhere. You can't rely on Gorgon

or his band of sidekicks, but you can rely on getting the info you

need to transform the situation every month in Nintendo Power l

Only Nintendo Power has all the tips, tricks,

maps and moves for the latest chapters in The

Legend of Zelda for both Game Boy - and N64

"

Order now for only Si 9.95 U.S. (S27.95 Cdn.)

and take your choice of these FREE GIFTS?:

1

12 The Legend of Zelda : Oracle of

Seasons and The Legend ofZelda'

Oracle ofAges" Player's Guide

The Legend of Zelda : Oracle of

Seasons and The Legend ofZelda"

Oracle ofAges" T-Shirt (Adii.lt size M)

Pokemon Stadium 2
$
«|H

Player's Guide

Plus, all year long you'll get subscriber-only perks and you’ll

be saving 66%! Be a Hero -order now, and get the FREE GIFT*

U]
of your choice! Use the attached order form or Call toll-free:

f Save;
66 0/0

!

-

You may also order via our website:

www.nintexkdopbwe^com/sujbscribc/
Visa and MasterCard accepted * Online orders not available in Canada

•Gift free with paid subscription c 2001 Nintendo of America I
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COUPON EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2001

OFF ANY Video Game
or Accessory $19.99 and up 1

|jmif 3 titles per customer for total savings of
s
15

. - .. - .i
other otters This coupon cannot he used os part of o deposit for reserving

irtbmolion with ony otn
. £ $|0(es on|y t|„| good jn combinolion with other coupons or

llm't ' ““Pjjjj ^ on|y (t0 coinchecks. No dealers. Coupon must be presented a! lime of purchase.

Verify product qualifies. Scan coupon bor code. Scan product bar code. Highlight qualified items. Press

ib.“ Enter “500“ end press "Enter." Write “Void* on coupon and place in register media file.





Combined Classics 24

Super Mario Advance for Game Boy Advance

combines an updated Super Mario Bros.2 with

the original Mario Bros, to make one fun-

packed Game Pak. Our strategy review of the

combo title introduces all of the characters and

moves, and provides tactics for taking on every

one of Mario’s adversaries. You’ll also find a

ton of multiplayer tips that are sure to give you

the upper hand in a game-linked match.
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First comes Game Boy Advance,then Ninte

GameCube! A new generation of Nintendo

Nintendo GameCube titles tl*

E3 includes Luigi's Mansion, StarFox Adventures:

Dinosaur Planet, Super Smash Bros, and nr'"

Hawk's Highlights SO

the right

through a
" |hts. On the

Ages Pages 68

The 15-page follow-up to our coverage of

The Legend of Zelda: Oracle of Seasons

and Oracle of Ages shines the spotlight

on Oracle of Ages with a walk-through

that will take you past the game's

halfway point. The Oracle of Seasons

strategies center on the Lost Woods.
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aphics-loving gamers square off against players

dose of plot, sound, multiplayer value and/or

challenge. There’s one thing that Nintendo lovers everywhere should be able

to agree on—with a debate this fierce, there are no easy answers!

GREAT GRAPHICS?

Graphics are NOT every-

thing. A game can look

extremely cool and have

absolutely nothing going

for it in any other area.

Some people look only for

graphics and miss the other

99% of the game. I think

plot and play control are

the most important. RPGs

wouldn’t exist if plot wasn't

important, and if a game is

hard to control, it’s no fun

at all.

Kate Horton

West Fargo, ND

What is Kenneth Lau talk-

ing about? Graphics aren’t

important, game play is! If a

game isn’t fun or doesn’t

have good control, then I’m

not going to play it. If he

keeps thinking thatway, he’s

going to miss out on some

really great games.

Phillip Minnich

Via the Internet

The thing that matters most

is play control.You can have

the best graphics in the

world, but without play con-

trol you can't play the game.

Designers should focus on

play controland replayvalue

before adding all the fancy

bells and whistles.

Jose Renteria Jr.

Panama City, FL

Are good graphics really just

bells and whistles?Some read-

ers would disagree . .

.

What's the point of playing

if you can't even find the

head of your opponent, or

the people all look like

robots? Without great

graphics, a game is just a

waste of money.

Michele Herrera

Boca Raton, FL

I agree with Kenneth 100%.

I think it's important for a

game to have characters that

you can form a connection

with. And that's hard when

they all have flat feces and

blocklike bodies.

Emily Frank

Omro, WI

And the battle rages on...

GoldenEye is <

selling N64 ga

and continues

years after its release, block-

faces and all.

e of the best-

es of all time

do well three

I beg to differ with Kenneth

Lau on Aidyn Chronicles. It’s

a one-of-a-kind game, an

RPG without the cute charms

of Pokemon or Paper Mario.

You may pass up Aidyn for its

graphics, but you’ll miss out

on one of the most engross-

ing RPGs of all time.

Bluesette3

Vta the Internet

Hey NP KREW, it's graphics

or nothing! I agree with

Kenneth—Aidyn Chroni-

cles has terrible graphics

and probably isn'c a very

good game because of it.

Anonymous

Via the Internet

Probably?You wouldn't bepass-

ing judgment on a game you

haven’t even played, wouldyou?

Just because a game lacks

amazing graphics doesn't

mean it isn’t good. Look at

Starcraft 64. The graphics

aren't what you would con-

sider great, but it is a really

good and challenging game.

Graphics aren’t the most

important detail in a game.

For example, characters in

GoldenEye are mostly blocks

with flattened feces, yet it’s

one of the best games ever.

Matt Klein

Sublette, IL

*
*
*
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ETTER OF THE MOUTH

I’m not saying graphics aren't important,

but when I looked at Volume 143’s list

of memorable games, I saw titles like

Lufia II, Earthbound, Chrono Trigger and

Super Metroid. Could any of those

games’ visuals compare with the graph-

ics of today? Probably not, but gamers
still hold them near and dear to their

hearts. I think that says a lot about the

importance of graphics when compared

to the game as a whole.

Shawn McCarty

Via the Internet

Excellent point, Shawn. It makesyou appreciate the

genius of a game like Ocarina of Time, where

graphics, plot, play control and sound are all com-

bined into one beautifiil package.

— mm* m • ** AitmK
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I got it a month after it was

released, and I still haven't fin-

ished it. It offers a serious chal-

lenge, and that's what T look

for in a game.

Jared Domangue

Via the Internet

The most crucial part of a game

is the multiplayervalue. Games

are more fun ifyou have a per-

son or two playing with or

against you, even if tire single-

player mode stinks.
r

Kelvin Lam

Tucson,AZ

Some ofourfavorite
multiplayer

romps include Perfect Dark The

World Is Not Enough and, of

course, Super Smash Bros.

Yes, it’s important to have good

graphics, but its even more

vital to have a good story. I

mean, who cares about a game

with awesome graphics if the

main character is a pear that

you have to get to the top of a

staircase? I wouldn't.

Jimmy Haight

Via Snail Mail

Hey, we were really looking for-

ward to Pear Stair 64.

My favorite games are ones that

allow for creativity. I love to

design and name things. I dream

of a football game where I can

I create my own league, uniforms,

teams, players and plays. As for

graphics. I really don't care. One

of the problems with many

recent games is that all other

game features have been sacri-

ficed in the name ofgraphics. It’s

like taking modeling day away

from a kid and giving him a

shiny toy that does nothing but

squawkwhen you push a
button.

Via the Internet

Hey, we were really enjoying our

new Shiny Sc/uawker 4000. Seri-

ously though, ifit's design options

you want, check out Madden

2001, which allows you to cus-

tomize players, plays, teams,

leagues, drafts and coaches. You

even get to negotiate salaries with

free agents in the off-season!

Kenneth Lau is right, graphics

are important. I don’t like a

game unless it’s got good

graphics. I mean, what's the

point of looking at a game that

is hard to see?

Anonymous

Via the Internet

The most critical part of a

game is the music, by far. The

right tunes can set the mood

for an entire scene. I could

never play a game with the vol-

ume turned down. If music

isn't important, why are there

soundtracks for games?

JohnMoms
Via the Internet

64 and gmm “ *
jungle rhythms.

I almost feel offended by Ken-

neth's view on video games. All

chat matters is game play! A

game could have the worst

graphics in the world and still

be the best game. I love Harvest

Moon 64. but you have to live

with weird graphics and

spelling glitches like ‘‘Wellcome

home, Dear.” Despite that, I

find myself playing the game

during much ofmy free time.

Anonymous

Via the Internet

That’s right! Get some friends

together and kick out the DK

Jams! Or just play Donkey Kong

We here at NP have a number of

Harvest Moon 64 fanatics, bad

gramme, <md all Besides, you

have to love a game in which the

publisher actually misspells its own

name on the title screen.

Graphics are nice, but the most

important thing is the hero—

he HAS to be cute! Link is by

far the cutest of all.

Nikki

Via the Internet

Without good graphics, you

might as well just read a book.

EinsteinSp

Via the Internet

The graphics debate rages on,

and there's no way well settle it

in one sitting. Thanks to all the

gamers who rang in with their

impassioned, heartfelt views.

LIGHTWm
Has anyone noticed the power

light on the new GBA? Its

NINTENDO r
POWER SOURCE
YourNSIDER power source to

everything Nintendo.

www.nintendo.com

NINTENDO POWER
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changed from the usual red

ro green. Does the new color

serve a purpose?

Tyson

Via the Internet

You betyour LCD it does! The

Game Boy Advance light

shines a bright green when you

put afresh set ofbatteries in it,

and turns red when their life is

growing short. Best of all, as

the batteries lose power, the red

light grows dim—so you’ll

always know when it's time to

saveyourgame!

EMULATORS REVISITED
I read about emulators in

Volume 143 of NP, and I

thought I could give a more
detailed explanation. Hav-
ing a ROM of a game you
already own is not illegal, as

it is intended to be a backup

copy only. However, if you
download a ROM that you
don't own, you must delete it

within 24 hours. Also, it’s

legal to copy a game if it’s no
longer available in stores,

because then it’s in the pub-

POWER CHART
j

I

Last month we gave you the lowdown on
our cover’s most popular subjects. This month
we’ll turn the tables, giving you the surprising
list—in no particular order—of 12 games and
characters who slipped through the cracks and
have yet to grace the front of NP.

THE UNCOVERED TWELVE
Final Fantasy III

Kid Icarus

Bionic Commando

John Madden

Lirfia

Ness

Duck Hunt

Dragon Warrior

Bulbasaur

Navi

Snake from Metal Gear

Ganon and Ganondorf

lie domain. I hope I’ve

cleared some things up.

Anonymous

Via the Internet

We received a number ofletters

on this subject, so we’ll take a

moment to explain ourposition

in detail. Having an emulated

ROM of a game, whether you
own it or not, is illegal The 24-

hour window is a common
Internet rumor, but it’s not true.

The backup-copy theory, com-

monly used with computer soft-

ware, docs not apply to game
data contained inside ROM
semiconductor chips. You

couldn't make a "backup" copy

of the new Pokemon movie or

photocopy every single page of
the latest Harry Potter book,

and the same logic applies to

games. It’s also against the law

to download a ROM even ifit’s

no longer widely available.

Public domain refen to a work

that has been around so long

that it's free for eveiyone to

use—like a Bach composition

or a Shakespeare play. But

product copyrights aregoodfor

75 years after they're filed,

which means it will be wellpast

2050 before any Nintendo

games enter the public domain.

THE RIGHT TO REAR
NO ARMS
I noticed while playing

Paper Mario that Goompa is

using a hammer to fix the

veranda, yet he has no arms

or hands whatsoever. How is

this possible?

Marco Daniels

Vineyard Haven,MA
It's just one of those unsolved

Nintendo mysteries. Other

enigmas include how Rayman

keeps his hands from floating

away, why Donkey Kong

wears a tie but not pants and
how you can fly offa 1,000-

foot cliff in Beetle Adventure

Racing and reappear on the

track a moment later without

a scratch.

AN ADVANCE PEER
All the talk about Game Boy
Advance is making me anx-

ious to get one. I’veseen shots

of the unit itself and the Link

Cable, but I’m wondering
what the actual cartridges

look like. I’d really appreciate

it ifyou showed me. Thanks!

Ross Bradfield

Bellville, TX
We'd be happy to, Ross. Check

it out below:

It’s amazing that so much
game is crammed into such a

little package. The Game Paks

are a mere 2.25 inches wide!

RATTERY RACKING

RLUES
I've been a loyal customer of

Nintendo since the begin-

ning, and I have a problem

with my GBC—the battery

cover on the back is broken.

Also, I have brothers and

friends who have had their

covers broken or lost. I think

nintendopower.c
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YOU’RE A WINNER!

Last November,
we offered one
lucky winner a

pair of Manco
Fun Karts, and
we’re happy to

report that Mr.

Art Perez of

Granada Hills,

California, is pleased as punch with his
new acquisition. Mr. Perez was kind
enough to send a photo of the shiny ride,
complete with his daughter, Jessica, in the
driver's seat. Art reports that he’s been a
Nintendo fanatic since the days of the
original Zelda, and he owns five different
systems—including a Virtual Boy.
Congratulations to Jessica, Art, his wife,
Patty, and the rest of the Perez clan!

you should sell replacement

covers for the GBC. That would

be a lot better than making

gamers use tape, cardboard and

other stuff to keep the batteries

from felling out.

D. Contreras

Via the Internet

Good news, D. Nintendo has a

large supply of replacement

GBC battery covers available in

a variety of colors, and we sell

them for the absurdly low price

of one dollar, plus shipping and

handling. Is that a deal or what?

Check out the online store at

nintendo.com ordering informa-

tion. We also have replacement

parts for every Nintendo system

currently on the market.

SOLITAIRE. ANYONE?

What do bosses do while

you're trying to get to them? I

mean, what if you’re a really

bad gamer? Volvagia from

Ocarina ofTime's Fire Temple

would probably fall asleep

waiting for me to reach the

Boss Room. And in Mario 64,

it took me about two years

to get enough stars to reach

Bowser. He probably would

have decomposed by the time

I got to him. What’s up with

that? How do they pass the

time?

Adrian Chapman

LosAngeles, CA

Funny letter, Adrian, but inter-

esting as well. Check out Write

Away, Right Away for more on

the boss boredom brouhaha.

FICHT THE POWER
Hey, people! Can a GBC over-

load from having too much
power, or would it be able to

take a couple of extra volts

before short-circuiting? Please

replyASAP!

Anonymous

Via the Internet

We hope the ASAP isn't because

you're hooking your Game Boy

Color to a generator! But to

answer the question, any clectii-

cal device,from a Game Boy to a

toaster, will overload ifprovided

with too much power—but that

would probably occur only ifyou
have a sudden, massive power

surge like a lightning strike. As
long as you use a licensed AC
Adapter and the electrical wiring

in your house is in good shape,

you shouldn’t ever encounter

the problem.

ASK THE ORACLE
My friend lives in Japan and
says he found a secret shop in

The Legend of Zelda: Oracle

of Seasons, that will only

open ifyou play Oracle of Sea-

sons on a GBA. If this is true,

I know it’ll be edited out,

because Americans never get

any of the special things in

Japanese games!

Anonymous

Via the Internet

Hold your horses! Most games

that comefrom Japan arefaith-

ful translations, and Oracle of
Seasons is no exception. There is

a special GBA room in both ver-

sions ofthe game. But what can

you purchase in the shop?And
where can youfind it?Alas, we'll

have to cover that another time.

PROJECT M?
How did the first human test

of Project M go? I want to

know, because it sounded cool!

Andrew Lanari

Via the Internet

How can we put it gently? The

test subject, Dr. Dru Wil-

iamskini, has a new nickname:

“Steaming Puddle of Goo." Bet-

ter luck nextyear!

Border art provided by:

Chelsea Handley, Katy,TX

evin Noerrkcr, Pa,k City, UT

WRITE. AWAY RIGHT AWAY
Mi ,

One of our most popular Write Away, Right
Aways ever let readers ask questions of
Nintendo characters, and we’re going to try it

again. Do you, like Adrian, wonder what boss-
es do while they're waiting to battle you? Well,
here’s your chance to ask! Send questions,
addressed to your favorite baddie, to the
address at the bottom of page nine.— 1 1 11 1 f> 11 A em

PLAYER'S PULSE
|
11



ARTIST’S
GALLERY

We received a massive

flood of Earthbound art, and

it’s not even a theme month! But

we’re always willing to honor one of the greatest games of all time, so

you can enjoy Ness and crew throughout both the Artist s Galley and

our envelope border. Don’t forget to send in artwork from your favorite

Super NES game—we’ll showcase the best in our July issue.

Michael Freund • Nash, Texas

Tripurari Smith • Concrete, Washington

Josh Duncan

Hickman, Nebraska
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It'S a hassle at the castle as you compete fon-

the tit(|ofr%timate Champion" in Shrek Fairy Tale FreakD<
Play one of nine characters from the feature film Shrek"

and make your fairy tale opponents run, run, run

all the way home! cr-*****



DIDDY KONG PILOT

THE ONLY INSIDE SOURCE FOR ALL NINTENDO NElflji

rag
month NINTENDO'S FURTHER

ADVANCES
M ario Karr Advance, Advance Wars

and Wario Land for Game Boy

Advance were three GBA titles that appeared

at Ej, promising advanced fun down the road

for gamers. All three games are designed to

take advantage of GBA’s considerable pro-

cessing and graphics power, and Mario Kart

Advance and Advance Wars are great multi-

player games, too.

In Wario Land for GBA, Mario's nemesis

catches wind of riches hidden in a golden

pyramid somewhere in the jungle. Our

angry hero soon finds himself caught in the

puzzles of four large areas, from which he

must escape before he can reach the glitter-

ing finale. As in previous Wario adventures,

the anti-hero must transform into various

caricatures of himself to pass through

particular areas.

Mario Kart Advance is a wild ride for up to

four players even if you have just one Game

Pak. It features new courses, lots of chal-

lenges, awesome graphics and all your

favorite characters, such as Mario, DK,

Peach, Yoshi, Luigi and Toad.

As for Advance Wars, the GBA game is

based on a popular war strategy title in

Japan.The game controls are easy enough for

a newbie to understand right away and have

enough depth for GBA generals to explore

for months. The Strategy Room Mode walks

beginners through the basics of AW

operations. In the new Campaign Mode,

players command their forces while a story

sequence evolves. Since elements move

around on the map every time you start over,

the Campaign Mode has great replay value.

All three games should arrive later this year.

nintendopower.com



RARE ADVANCES REVEALED
AT LAST
T his year at E3, Rare lifted the veil on

its first Game Boy Advance projects,

and you could practically hear the rejoicing

as gamers perused the lineup, which

includes DK Coconut Crackers, Diddy

Kong Pilot, Sabrewulf and Banjo-Kazooie:

Granty’s Revenge. (We hope to have B-K

pics soon.) It’s an impressive foursome for

the growing library of standout games for

the new handheld system.

DK GOES CRACKERS
Puzzle fens are sure to go ape when they see

Rare’s mindbender for Game Boy Advance.

InDK Coconut Crackers, players try to place

pieces on a square, flat field. At the same

time, a Kremling patrols the outer edge of

the field and reduces it in size, making it

more difficult to arrange the felling pieces.

Ocher DK characters appear, too, adding to

the action puzzle antics in single- and mul-

tiple-player modes. Two to four players can

monkey around in DK Coconut Crackers or

one player can challenge the game alone. In

either case, it's a barrel of fun.

items. In the side-scrolling action areas, you

place craps strategically. The traps are there

for Sabrewulf. When you reach Sabrewulf’s

house, you steal a treasure and run, hoping

that your booby traps will buy you enough

time to escape from the enraged beast. Rare

plans on making some incredible multi-

player modes, as well.

BANJO-KAZOOIE:

GRUNTY'S REVENGE
Rare’s bear and bird combo debuts on GBA
with a new adventure called Banjo-Kazooie:

Grunty’s Revenge. The game will feature

vast worlds that fit in your pocket. You’ll

find colorful enemies, plenty of puzzles and,

ofcourse, a wartywitchwho has it in for the

fur and feather friends. Many of the familiar

moves are included, such as the Beak Buster

and Wonderwing. And the puzzles are as

challenging and clever as always. If you can

pull yourselfaway from the main adventure,

you can even challenge three friends in

some minigame madness. Once again, Rare

lives up to its reputation.

Tilt 'N Tumble for Game Boy Color. Flying

in Story, Battle, Dogfight, Clock Race and

Tournament Modes, Diddy and his pals

have a world ofchallenges waiting for them.

Consider this—ten background environ-

ments, 24 race tracks and 36 Dogfight and

Batde levels.And up to four players can join

in on the Batdes, Dogfights and Tourna-

ments. Pilots can hold two types ofweapons

and power-ups at a time, they can perform

loops, rolls and other maneuvers and use

items to gain an advantage. DKP will have

extra characters, stories, circuits and other

features that players can unlock. It’s a truly

elevated game for GBA.

DIDDY ON THE WING

Diddy Kong Pilot takes to the air with

players using either the Control Pad or the

Tilt Motion Sensor control system, which

makes for super realistic action. The Tilt

Motion Sensor is based on the same

technology that lets you roll Kirby in Kirby

SABREWULF
Rare has brought back one of its first char-

acters, Sabrewulf, who originally appeared

as a combatant in Killer Instinct. In the

Game Boy Advance game named after the

powerful werewolf, you play the role of a

treasure hunter. The game is split into two

types of game play worlds. In the isometric

view adventure areas, you search for useful

RARE TREATS FOR GAME BOY ADVANCE HsrssbsK
GAME WATCH

|
15



HRST PLAY
HANDS-ON PREVIEWS OF UPCOMING GAMES

GRINDING ON THE N64
ony Hawk’s Pro Skater 2 for the N64

won't be our until late August, but

Game Watch has the game plugged in

right now. The best franchise on four

wheels has taken a major step up from the

great action of the original Tony Hawk for

the N64. You would expect new moves,

challenges and skate parks, but you might

not expect the new perspective, which

moves the camera closer to the skater, and

that makes for a much faster, wilder ride.

Activision has loaded the game with a

bakers dozen of the finest skateboard

athletes in the world, starting with name-

sake Tony Hawk. Each boarder is ranked in

10 attribute categories so you can pick

whichever one will get you sick scores.

You’ll find Free Skate and Career Modes,

editors for creating skaters and skate

parks, a cheat menu, the skate shop,

a great soundtrack and a two-player mode.

The goals will be familiar to anyone

who has played a Tony Hawk game. You

need to collect items and score points to

open new parks and earn money. It just

keeps getting better.

GT GETS THE GREEN LIGHT
f £-*•' T Advance Championship Racing

comes to THQfrom Japan, and it’s

one of the hottest launch titles for GBA in

North America. The first thing that will be

apparent is the quality of the graphics.

MTO, the game’s development studio, cre-

ated the look of3-D environments and cars

for GT Advance. The game also has a far

more realistic play control scheme than

previous handheld racers. You can squeal

around turns, drive off the road and cut

corners to get in front of your opponents.

There are Championship. Quick Race,

Time Attack and Multiplayer Modes, not to

mention several locked options. You begin

with eight rally-type cars, although the

races are run on road tracks similar to F-i

courses. Drivers can change car colors and

tune up their racers in nine areas, includ-

ing engine, suspension and aerodynamics.

In many ways, GT Advance is the first

complete racer for GBA.
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THE TAN ADVANCE
• eneral Plastro doesn't know when

to quit, that much is obvious. Once

again, Sarge and company have to stop the

mad Tan general from subjugating the

plastic and real worlds. Unfortunately,

most of Sarges squad has been captured,

so it's up to either Sarge or Vikki to do the

grunt work in jDO’s first action adventure

for Game Boy Advance. The game is

divided into 17 missions, some in the plas-

tic world and some in the human world. In

some areas, Sarge or Vikki can drive tanks

or boats. The list of enemies includes Tan-

nies, of course, and beetles, robots, wasps

and aliens. You'll pack quite a punch with

the five available weapons, and the sound

effects are startlingly realistic. Wounded

Tannies will groan as they crumple to the

with large characters. Army Men Advance

should reach the frontline at the launch of

the system on June 11th.

AN EXPLOSIVE MIX OF FUN
Hudson Soft and Activision have teamed shots. The Quest Mode is a story-based lar in previous Bomberman titles. One to

up to present the latest Bomberman adventure in which Bomberman must four players can battle for supremacy,

adventure, Bomberman Tournament, for help people, blow up enemies and solve and theres a Single-Pak Mode for play

the latest game system, Game Boy puzzles by using explosives and items, with just one Game Pak. If you 1 e

Advance. This month's gallery features The multiplayer Battle Mode is the tradi- adventuring and multiplayer gaming,

both Quest and Battle Mode screen tional hide-and-seek game made popu- Bomberman is your Pak.

GAME WATCH
|
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n-sidernews
BREAKING NEWS IN THE WORLD OF GAMES

Game Boy Gateway System

announced a pioneering agreement to

bring Game Boy titles to air travelers. The

first plane equipped with the new system

took off on March 10th, and the airline

hopes to have 2,000 seats equipped

soon. Passengers can play Pokemon,

Zelda and Mario games on the fly, and

soon the service will be available

on British Midland International and

SAS flights.

MAJOR LEAGUE HEAT

FROM 3D0
High Heat Major League Baseball 2002

was scheduled to throw out its first pitch

along with the launch of GBA, but there's

been a slight rain delay, which should last

for about a month. Even so, the award-

winning series will be the first baseball

game for GBA in North America. All 30

MLB teams are in the game, with updated

rosters for the 2001 season. There's a

Homerun Derby. Batting Practice Mode,

Exhibition Games and Season and Play-

off Modes, which allow you to play an

entire 162-game schedule or just the final

stretch run to the World Series. When

you’re on the mound, you'll face hitters

with an arsenal of nine pitches, and if

defense has got you on the run, you can

choose the Auto-Fielding option to make

things easier.

A NEW ARENA
Majesco may soon be known for its original

games, such as Iridion 3-D and Fortress

for Game Boy Advance. And this fall,

Majesco has an even bigger treat planned.

Star Wars. Jedi Powor Hawes

who are foolishly prone to using violence

against the Jedi Knights. As players

progress on their quest. they’U gam new

powers, moves and capabilities. There s

even going to be a two-Jedi mode so you

can face down a Game-Linked knight to see

who can tap more deeply into The Force.

GAME BOY TAKES OFF

Super NES Gateway system games have

been airborne for years on many of the

world's most respected airlines, such as

Virgin Atlantic, Singapore Airlines and

Air Canada. Now, Nintendo, Matsushita

Avionics and Singapore Airlines have

DarkArena is a first-person shooter along

the lines of Doom or GoldenEye 007.The

action takes place in the year 2146 in the

elite training camp of the United Arms

Organization. Genetically engineered

super soldiers, bred as fodder for agents in

training, have turned out to be a little too

good. They’ve destroyed every human in

the camp. . . except you, of course.The game

consists of 20 intense levels that require

you to stay alive anyway you can.The devel-

opment team at Graphic State Limited is

using texture mapped. 3*D environments

and characters and prerendered cut scenes.

Multiplayer matches are also part of the

mix. it’s a huge, ambitious project, but

Majesco could become a household name if

it succeeds.

ADVANCED JEDI SIGHTING

THQ. and LucasArts Entertainment

LLC have announced a major addition

to the growing GBA library. Star Wars:

Jedi Power Battles is in development at

HotGen Studios and is scheduled to be

released this fall. The game takes players

into the world of Star Weirs: Episode 1 as

Obi-Wan Kenobi, Qui-Gon or Mace

Windu— all powerful Jedi Knights. In 10

three-quarter view action levels, you'll use

your Jedi powers as you fight battle

droids, destroyer droids, assassins and

18
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THE MEN ARE BACK
Men In Black from Crave Entertainment is

also headed to Game Boy Advance later

this summer. Agents J and K (you can play

as either one) are chasing down the alien

scum who have come to earth. They'll use

freezer guns, a grenade launcher and seven

other unique weapons to bring the aliens

to justice. Through eight levels of side-

scrolling action, you’ll encounter zero

gravity, ice and wind tunnels and lots of

aliens with really bad attitudes. The action

takes you from New York to an alien ship

in space, and two players can link up to

play a multiplayer mode. If only they’d

include the "dicky thing” in the game,

you could wipe your memory clean after

playing—talk about your replay value!

LARA CROFT LIVES

BY THE SWORD
As Lara Croft and her friend, Jane, are

admiring an old sword in the New York

Museum of Antiquities, a thief suddenly

storms onto the scene and steals the valu-

able cutlass before their very eyes. So
begins the second adventure for Lara on
Game Boy Color. Eidos’s Tomb Raider:

Curse of the Sword is a side-scrolling

feast of eye-candy, platform action and

puzzle-solving. As in the firstTomb Raider

for GBC, Lara has a huge repertoire of

moves, and she's going to need them if she

hopes to get the sword back and solve the

mystery of its dark history.
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The Code Bank and

_ Game Finder are two
tools that will take you

to important game
information in just a
few clicks.

The lower toolbar pro-

vides links to Nintendo’s

fr) customer service site

and various company-
related areas.

When you register your

own online identity

using your Nintendo

J Power subscription

I number, you’ll have
access to exclusive

site content.

Periodic polls ask visi-

tors to share their

opinions on their gam-
ing likes and dislikes.

You can put in your two
cents and see the

polling results.

Satellite sites, such as

garneboy.com and poke-

mon.com, ore fixtures in

the Featured Sites sec-

tions. Click and go.

NINTENDO ONLINE |
21
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When you see the NP logo next to a tip or

game preview in Nintendo Power, it means you

can see more on nintendopower.com.
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With 1.7 million unique visitors to

nintendo.com and l6 million visitors

to pokemon.com, March was another

big month for official Nintendo sires.

Our Hit List shows the individual

game sites and game series sites that

saw the most traffic for the month.

kirby64.' pokemonstadium.com
radiozelda.com

ridseracer64.com
rosue.nintendo.com is*

smashbros.com
starcraft64.com
starfox64.com
swracer.n64.com ts'». i

tiltntumble.com

waluiSi.com
warioland3.com
yoshisstory.com

zelda.com

mari030lf.net

marioparty.com

marioparty2.com
mariotennis.com
mickeysspeedwayusa.com
nintendo.com/soldeneye007
nintendo.com/n64/ccsite JO®*
n1ntendb.com/n64/newtetris

ninterido.com

nintendopbwer.com
nlntendosports.com

.papefmarj6.com
perfectdark.com
pokemon.com
pbkem0rieard3b.com

• pokemori30id.com
pokemonpuzzLeleaguecpm
pQkemonsilYer.com

banjortooie.com
bioniccommando.com
camphyrule.com
earrin3t0ninstitute.com

datadyne.com
dkr.com <o*iy

donkeykon364.com
dfmario64.com
exeitebike64.com
funt03faphy.com

fzefbx.com
gam’eb'oy.corn
gameboy.comyaliceinwonderland

• samebbycom/cryStalis
3ameboy.com/iitUemerma1d
garpfebb/com'/Wariocked *

.

•t3eyyQOplkatf1U.com

jetfbrce3emini.c0m



Up to four players can participate in the

enemy-kicking, coin-collecting excitement

of Mario Bros. Classic, while the platform-

jumping, veggie-tossing silliness of Super

Mario Bros. 2 is for one player only. The two

games offer very different gaming chal-

lenges, but share the Mario Bros, appeal.

Mario Bros. Classic Multiplayer
One of the coolest things about the Game
Boy Advance is that it supports multiplay-

er gaming. Link up with your buddies with

one or multiple Super Mario Advance Paks

to enjoy a fast, funny battle in Mario Bros.

Mario Bros. Classic
Single players can also enjoy the old-

school charm of Mario Bros, on their own.

Enemies emerge from the pipes at the top

of the screen, and Mario's mission is to

knock them over and kick them away.

Super Mario Bros. 2

|
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If platform gaming is what you're after,

choose Super Mario Bros. 2. You can play

as Mario, Luigi, Peach or Toad, and each

character has his or her own special abili-

ties and weaknesses that change the way
you play the game.
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Most of the items appear only in
the Garbage Cans in Battle

Mode. The exceptions are the

POW Block and the Coin, which
appear in both modes.

Toss the POW Block or hit it to
deal one hit to everything that
has its feet on the ground,
including the other players.

Toss the egg to reveal a heart,
star or coin, then run over and
pick it up quickly, or your oppo
nents may steal it.

Stars make players temporarily
invincible, which makes it

very easy to take out lots of
enemies quickly.

Players in Battle Modes start

out big, but can shrink if they
hit an enemy. The heart
restores their height.

Coins add to your score in

Classic Mode. Collect five to

win a round of Battle Mode.

Sometimes you'll come out c

the trash with a fish, which
doesn't do anything useful.

Multiplayer
You can grab three of your friends to play Mario Bros. Classic. Choose Battle Mode if

you wish to play against your pals, and Classic Mode ifyou want to work with them.

You only need one Game Pak to play Mario Bros, in Battle Mode. Every additional player
will need a Game Boy Advance and a Game Link Cable. Players win a round by defeat-
ing the enemies to collect five coins. The first player to win five rounds wins the game.

POW Block

Each player should take one part of the

screen-it's much more effective than run-

ning all over randomly. You can also assign a

specific role to each player, such as having

one person take out all of the turtles.

Garbage Can Stay On Top

You can jump into the Garbage Can to pick up
fabulous items that help you battle your
opponents and defeat enemies. You can also

trap a player in the can by standing on its lid.

Flip Turtles

Flip over then kick enemies to defeat them.
One coin will emerge from one of the top
pipes for every enemy that is defeated. Stay
on top to collect the coins first

Flip over a turtle by jump-

ing up and hitting the plat-

form underneath it.When
your opponent runs to
kick it, hit the enemy
again to flip it back over,

right into your opponent.

Each additional player that wants to play Classic Mode needs a Super Mario Advance
game in addition to a Game Boy Advance and a Game Link Cable.The game play is iden-

tical to Classic Mode for one player—destroy all the enemies to get to the next Phase.

Level

If you don't divide the screen into halves or

quadrants, try giving each player one or more
levels instead. Some players can stay on top.

clearing enemies, and the bottom players

can catch any enemies that sneak through.



Super Mario Bros.

Super Mario Bros, a is a classic platForm gun: with a Few mrai Staniarj Sup., Mario Bros. formulm Mm.o Bmp Pea

and Toad can pick up item and enemies and toss them other

enemies. There are no bricks to smash and no Goomb.s to

squash. Bach character has particular strengths and weaknesses,

Emm Toad's incredible speed to Peach's helpiul Floating ability.

xheir high points and low points, and each .s particularly well su.ted

Peach
Peach is neither strong nor fast,

but she can float for a short time,

making her a good choice for haz-

ardous ice or conveyor belt levels.

Toad
The little mushroom-capped Toad is

very fast and strong and he does
very fast and strong and he does

well in areas where you have to

pick up and toss many things.

Luigi
Luigi can jump very high—much

higher than the other characters.

He's a natural choice lor levels

with lots of high platforms.

Mario
The most well-rounded character

is Mario-he is pretty good but

not the best) at everything. Use

him to get a feel for an area.

Br a
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Potions ,
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Each level contains two potions, which

you toss on the ground to create a door

to the area known as

Subspace. You can find

up to two mushrooms ir

each level's subspace

that will lengthen your

health meter.

Second Vase
L —i-aasS “‘fgfeeesxs

Carpet Rides

Most of the tune, you can duck into

the vases to yet keys. VUp

Mushrooms and other items, but in

World 2-2, only the second vase has

anything worthwhile inside. tnecK n

out and ignore the others.

World 1-3 and World
n

nMt area

the bird, then toss it aside and ride tne carpet up u. u

nintendopower.com
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Your Lives to 99
Bubble 1-Up

When you encounter a 1-Up

Mushroom encased in «i
bubble,am

olv toss vegetables or sprouts at
it

tobreak the bubble so you can jump

down and pick up the extra life.

3 areas are covered in spikes.

;an't cross the spikes unless

•e riding an enemy.Toss an

ny onto the spikes, then jump i

Df it to ride to safety.

The Vases

In World 6-1 there are lots and lotsof’

from the left has a 1-Up Mushroom. S(

from emerging when placed atop a va

there is more
end of each level.and sometimes,

Birdo. She will sometimes be the only bos

with another creature.

There is usual

creature you’ll

but she often

Birdo spits eggs and fire-

balls at you. Jump up on

top of the eggs, then

pick them up and toss

them at Birdo. If there

are Mushroom Blocks in

the area, you can throw

them at Birdo, too.

Mouser

.Wait for him to



The Clawgrip battle in World 5-3 comes after a Birdo battle. You have to toss the rocks at Clawgrip to
defeat it. Wait for Clawgrip to toss the rocks at you, then pick them up and toss them back. You can also
jump on the rocks in mid-air, but it's much more dangerous.

Create a barricade with the
Mushroom Blocks to protect
yourself from Tryclyde's fire-

balls. Throw the remaining

Mushroom Blocks at Tryclyde

to take it down.

Fryguy

Toss the Mushroom Blocks at Fryguy until he splits into tiny Fryguys, then toss the Mushroom Blocks at them.
You can throw the blocks from anywhere, but you'll be safer if you throw them from one of the higher ledges.

Wart and All
facing Birdo before you reach Wart. We won't reveal just how to

beat the big green toad king, but we will give you a hint—Wart's

big mouth will always get him in trouble.

The last level is complicated, and there are actually two ways to

get to Wart, the final Boss. The maps below show the last section

ofone of the paths. No matter which path you take, you’ll end up
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A Disney Channel Original Movie

//Premieres

Play the game at ZoogDisney.
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JOY ADVANCE
|
CAS1

Hugh Baldwin leaves Nathan's side

after Dracula tosses them both into

the depths of the castle. He believes

he should save his father alone.

©ilk



ACIC AND MONSTERS
.v Handheld gamers might be su

gin playing Castlevania: Circle of the

me isn’t divided into levels _______
worlds. If a player hap-

pick up one of the '/yf

Health s: '

r 1

Many of the items and weapons

should be familiar to anyone who has played

game. The whip is the g nsg
- £-*—3

main weapon, the meat gS®®®
restores Health Points, HtBCuBY >1—

i

- =

and the hearts power the fggSSggi

special abilities, like the ^

double jump. New to this i, —
. ???

incarnation of Castlevania

is the Dual Setup System,

or DSS. There are xo
The DSS adds a new ,

,

Attribute Cards and io
p |ay element to the Ci

Action Cards that Nathan Players can select OS

finds.EachAttributeCard
to recon.,gure the, c

can pair with each Action Card to give Natha:

Some card combinations power-up
Nathans v

ers grant Nathan increased defense. Some cor

mon magical creatures t

^^^^enemies for Nathan. Th

pens

items that increases

Points or Mind Points, the

player should try to save

their progress in a Save

Room as soon as possible,

because the game is never

saved automatically. Items

that increase Nathan’s maxi-

mum number of hearts,

Health Points,!—

~

as the Dash Boots, are not dropped by enemies,

are found in concealed

It’s important to save when you lo

a Save Room. Castlevania: Circle t

Moon is not divided into worlds, s

there is no automatic save leatur

,
Mind Points, or grant Nathan a new ability, s

•• ---.Instead, t

rded rooms inside the castle.

After Nathan has earned enough

Experience Points by defeating

many enemies, he will gain a

level. The higher the level, the

stronger the character.
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give Nathan a new
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ability. These items

like the Dash
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Nintendo kept the lid on its incredible

lineup of Nintendo GameCube games

UNTIL E3, BUT NOW THAT E3 HAS COME

and done, Nintendo Power is bringing

YOU A GLIMPSE OF THE FIRST WAVE

of Nintendo GameCube software.

Prepare to be amazed!

ince Spaceworld in Japan last

August, almost everyone in the

gaming industry has been trying to guess

what games will be released for Nin-

tendo GameCube. All speculation came

to an end at the Electronic Entertain-

ment Expo (E3 ) in Los Angeles in May,

when Nintendo and its many partners

revealed a glittering lineup ofsoftware to

go alongwith the best dedicated gaming

platform the world has ever seen.

Showgoers experienced the sights

and sounds of more than two dozen

Nintendo GameCube (GCN) titles.

Many of the games were playable and

otliers were viewable on video. If people

arrived expecting to see major Nintendo

characters in featured roles, theywerent

disappointed. The feces ofmany femihar

characters, such as Mario, Luigi, Fox

McCloud, Link and Samus Aran were

sighted at the show. Some unexpected

names surfaced, including Super Smash

Bros., Mario Kart, 1080“ Snowboarding

and Wave Race. And there were original

36
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games that the public hadn’t

previously heard about:

Pikmin, Kameo: Elements of

Power, Donkey Kong Racing,

Raven Blade and Animal

Forest for GCN. There were

brief, tantalizing video

glimpses of games in the

works, such as Mickey

Mouse for GCN and Eternal

Darkness from Silicon

Knights. The sheer number

of titles was a huge surprise

nany.

lintendo and its second-

ly developers weren’t alone

to show the world what they’ve been

ng to prepare for the launch ofGCN

blishers such as LucasArts, EA Sports,

^a and Midway showcased some great

w games, as well. So get set for a jour-

y into
the near future. The countdown

s begun to the launch of Nintendo

.mpCiibe in November. That’s just five
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/A fter years ofplaying second fiddle

L—A to Mario, Luigi is headed str-

aight into the thick of a nightmarish

adventure, Luigi’s Mansion, which is

guaranteed to be one of the most
spectacular games ever created. The
guiding light of Luigi’s Mansion is

Nintendo’s Shigeru Miyamoto, the

most revered game designer of all

time. Now, Miyamoto’s magic is

working on the most powerful

platform ever, and the results are

frighteningly good.

Luigi's night of fright takes place in a

haunted mansion inhabited by ghostly

apparitions. As Luigi searches for his

missing brother, he enlists the aid of a

paranormal researcher, who is an expert

in capturing pesky and malicious ghosts.

The only problem is that poor Luigi is

terrified of ghosts, in spite of his specter-

scaring flashlight. Luigi's Mansion is

filled with comic shenanigans, riveting

game play and stunning graphics that

showcase the Nintendo GameCube.
The 3-D environment features beau-

tiful interior rooms and fixtures

* • and spectacular lighting and trans-

parency effects. The power of GCN
~ is particularly apparent when sev-

|

eral semi-transparent ghosts dance

about Luigi,who cringes in the glow

of his flashlight. The only really

scary part of Luigi’s Mansion is that

a first generation GCN game can

,
look this good.

Taking the World
by Storm

Much has been written about how
Nintendo GameCube was designed

from the ground up with game
developers in mind. Engineers at

Nintendo, IBM, ArtX, MoSys and
Matsushita listened closely when
developers talked about the types of

features that would make GCN the
ultimate gaming platform. Now that

the conspleis finished, we asked one
of the leading developers, Denis

Dyack, President of Silicon Knights,

to talk about liis experiences with

GCN and what it means for the

future of gaming.

development we
how the GCN would change things.

We would work on something for a

week and quickly achieve results that

looked better then what we were see-

ing others do on the XBox or PSa. We
believe that other developers will find

similar results on the GCN. TheGCN
will allow developers to create games
that are substantially superior to

their previous works. This is great

news for gamers because they will be

able to expect something that looks

second or third generation in the first

generation of games.

"With the advent of Nintendo
GameCube, theworld ofgames will be

changed forever. Technical hurdles

that might have taken six to eight

months to overcome on other systems

can be bypassed in a few days on the

GCN. No longer having to fight hard-

ware, developers are free to express

their visions and bring game content

to the gamers like never before. We
believe that GCN will revitalize the

industry by allowing developers to

create worlds that were previously

unimaginable. Knowingwhatwe have

done, and imaging what others will

do, has brought a level of excitement

to Silicon Knights like never before.

The Game Boy Advance combined
with the GCN is a one-two combina-

tion that will allow Nintendo to take

the world by storm."

NINTENDO
^ GAMECUBE



. t-jv t ink Yoshi and Pikachu, and

mayhem-packed multiplayer
melee

d^t indude regal ramblers

will make it. way onto Nmtendo ^ prin«ss Zelda.

with •» °f Se“ « even a coople of cute new feces

Smash Bros. The fighting fens

^ from an old-time classic, Ice Climber for

Japan have cranked up the dial
hatter your famous

’

^fluper Smash Bros. Melee for the !“
ts
“*

Ipeci 1d.nacks,you’llfind

of four-player brawls may W ^ new items to add iniury to

grab die biggest headlines bu, .hoe
^ „e modes for beginners and

Svcbaraoers, moves, modes tmd mom m.^ ^ ^ fa b4

Super Smash Bros. Melee, and the charac-

ters look spectacular, too even when

they've been zapped by 'ghtnmg or

mashed with a mallet. The spee^ffed.
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Cube. As you survey the wild frontier of

I

gaming, with various consoles trying to

stakeout territory, keep in mind that

Nintendo has always provided the best

first-party games, which play exclusively

Maddens, NFL Blitzes and Rogue Squa-
drens—will be there, too. You should also

consider the potential for new experi-

ences. Only Nintendo offers compatibility

with a portable gaming system—Game

* >****•«-*»»•»« .aumy ui interconnected con-
soles and games may be the most excit-
ing news in this monster year for games.
Five months isn’t long to wait. Next
month, Power will present a complete
overview ofE3.

NINTENDO GAMECUBE
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classified
YOUR SECRET HEADQUARTERS FOR THE COOLEST CODES ON THE PLANET

V07'
A BONDING MOMENT

The world may not be enough, but our selection of

cheats for James Bond’s latest outing certainly is.The

new TWINE codes let you use different multiplayer arenas,

weapons and skins—which let you play as different charac-

ters in multiplayer games. You can unlock cheats by beating

single-player levels within a set time limit, and they will

remain available once you’ve saved your game to a Controller

Pak. The word from M herself, though, is that the cheats are

a tough nut to crack. Only the best of the best need apply.

B THE DIVE jtve
We're not sure why a frog-

man is running around the streets

of Europe, but the scenario is fun

nontheiess. Beat the Cold Recep-

tion level on 00 Agent mode in

under 3:25 to unlock exotic skins

such as skiers and SCUBA divers.

CHEAT HOW TO GET IT

UNLOCK MULTI-

PLAYER FOREST

LEVEL

FINISH NIGHT WATCH IN

2:20 OR LESS ON 00

AGENT MODE

UNLOCK MULTI-

PLAYER EXOTIC

SKINS

FINISH COLD RECEPTION

IN 3:25 OR LESS ON 00

AGENT MODE

UNLOCK MULTI-

PLAYER EXOTIC

WEAPONS

FINISH THAMES CHASE IN

4:25 OR LESS ON 00

AGENT MODE

UNLOCK MULTI-

PLAYER GADGET

WAR

FINISH FALLEN ANGEL IN

2:45 OR LESS ON SECRET

AGENT MODE

a little

CHEATING THE CHEATS
We continue our TWINE coverage by letting you i:

secret: You can actually cheat the cheats! We printed a num-

ber of cheats in Volume 140, including one that lets you get

Business Suit Skins. To earn the Suit Skins, you must beat the

Courier level in 2:00 or less on Secret Agent Mode. You can

bypass all the running and gunplay, however, and make it out

with time to spare. As soon as you enter the bank, head for

the safety deposit box. Use your StunnerWatch on the guard,

grab the contents ofyour box 1

and hit the alarm on the I

nearbywall.The game will say I

that your mission has failed,

but keep going and exit die

bank. The game will count

the mission as being c

plete and give you the Busi-

ness Suit Skins, e

you did nothing!

CHEATING THE CHEAT3 , PART TWO

We also gave you a cheat in Volume 140 for earning the

Security Skins. To get them, you must complete King’s Ran-

som in 3:45 or less on Secret Agent Mode. That’s a tall order,

especially when you must escort Dr. Warmflash to the

vault—and the sawbones isn’t the fastest of runners. To

eliminate the doctor mission, complete all objectives up to

finding Mr. King. Enter the vault and look for a guard

dressed in blue, standing near the entrance. He’ll order you

to find Warmflash, but if you zap him with the Stunner

Watch, he won’t be able to give the order. Go to the rear of

the vault and talk to King,

then zap the guard again on

your way out. When you I

reach Q. Division, you'll have I

finished the level with plenty

of time to spare! You must be

standing far away when you
|

use the watch, or the guard .

will give the order anyway. W it's hard to give orders with

50,000 volts coursing

through your body. Don’t forget to

zap the guard on theway out, too.
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ICON KEY: c buttons # W* # Jg

CONTROL PAD »< •»
BIG CHEAT WACKY

& ffl
HOT JUST FOR FUN SENT BY READER

MUCH MAJORA
Cheats for The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask

L/[y keep rolling in, and this month we’ll give you
insight into a wide variety ofsecrets. For starters, leave Clock
Town and track down any square sign. Destroy it with your
sword, then play the Song of Healing. The sign will magi-
cally repair itself! Keep reading for spot-on strategies on
how to diffuse the Bomb Mask explosions and earn the

grand prize in Honey and Darlings Target Shooting Game.

DR. JONES, I PRESUME?
Gamers everywhere have been swinging into action

CAs with Indiana Jones and the Infernal Machine, but
only our crack team of archaeologists has tracked down the
game’s secret codes. All cheats are entered at the Passcodes
screen, which is located under the Options menu. Classified

Info braved poison darts, booby traps and lots of snakes to

get the cheats, so we hope you find them to your liking.

H BLAST OFF
The Blast Mask allows you

to use Link as a walking bomb, but
it will damage him in the process.

To use the mask without a heart

penalty, simply raise your shield

just before the mask explodes.

FT* ANTIQUE ROAD
fcii SHOW
You can use Ihe code ANCIENT to
unlock a video showroom chock
full of preproduction sketches,
paintings and other artwork.

M TARGET TERROR
L*^

If you go to Honey and
Darling's East Clock Town shop on
the third day, you can play a Target
Shooting Game where you must
hit moving targets with your bow
within a short time limit. To gain a
few seconds, shoot the dancing
couple as they move by. They'll

temporarily stop the timer, but
you can keep hitting targets while
the clock is stopped. If you win the
various games three days in a row,

you'll earn a Piece of Heart.

J TIMES
The sign trick is useful if you acci-

dentally chop down a sign that

you need to read, but it won't
work with the arrow-shaped
directional signs.

SMILE REAL^ PRETTY
Input the code CHEESE!! to see a
snapshot of the developers, and
don t forget the exclamation
points. Maybe the photo should
have stayed buried...

PASSWORD EFFECT

ABSPANN IMMEDIATELY DISPLAYS
THE END CREDITS

FORGEOFF UNLOCKS ALL LEVELS—
INCLUDING THE BONUS
AREA, PERU

REALHARD MAKES THE GAME MUCH
HARDER

MUCKE UNLOCKS THE AUDIO

SHOWROOM

Code Bank at www.nintendo.com/codes /index, html CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
|
43



GREEN WITH CODE ENVY

B
Volume 144 contained a plethora of codes for

Blossoms first GBC outing, The Powerpuff Girls: Bad

Mojo Jojo—and now the spunky Buttercup wants her

day in the sun. You can unlock extras in The Powerpuff

Girls: Paint the Townsville Green by using the codes at the

Enter Secrets menu. Some

cheats will affect normal game

play, while others will give you

new Trading Cards that you

can exchange with friends. The

game play cheats are toggled on

o
,

menu. Note that using graphic "#J
cheats won't give you new pow- |f you tire 0f saving the

ers or abilities. It only changes ^ world with Buttercup.

, , . take Blossom out for a spin,

your character s icon.

BATTLE ON

B
Classified Information was all ready to go to press,

when an enraged Bubbles suddenly came flying into the

office and started tossing the computers around. So in

the interest of fair play and our continued survival, we’re

printing the codes for her game too, The Powerpuff Girls:

Battle Him. The passwords work just like the

ones in Paint the Townsville

Green, andyou can look one col-

umn to your left for a refresher

course on how and where to

enter them. Since we've given

you codes for all three games—if

you include the ones in Volume

144—you should be able to

assemble the finest collection of

Powerpuff Girls Trading Cards

on the block!
Cat Trading Card.

CODE EFFECT

ROWDYRUFFS UNLOCK THE BUTCH

TRADING CARD

AMOEBABOYS UNLOCK THE LOVELY

TOWNSVILLE DUMP TRAD-

ING CARD

MOJOJOJO UNLOCK THE BROCCLOID

EMPEROR TRADING CARD

UTONIUWI UNLOCK THE BUBBLES

GRAPHIC CHEAT

POKEYOAKS UNLOCK THE BLOSSOM

GRAPHIC CHEAT (IT WILL

SAY “BUTTERCUP GRAPH-

IC” IN THE “USE CHEATS"

MENU)

OCTIEVIL UNLOCK THE MAYOR
GRAPHIC CHEAT

CODE EFFECT

PRINCESS UNLOCK THE TOWNSVILLE

CITY HALL TRADING CARD

MALPHS UNLOCK THE TOWNSVILLE

ART MUSEUM TRADING

CARD

POWERPUFF UNLOCK THE EVIL CAT

TRADING CARD

MISSKEANE UNLOCK THE BLOSSOM
GRAPHIC CHEAT

LUMPKINS UNLOCK THE BUTTERCUP

GRAPHIC CHEAT

MCCRACKEN UNLOCK THE MAYOR
GRAPHIC CHEAT
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ICON KEY: C 8UTTONS (G W' ® \^/

CONTROL PAD # » & iff RIR CHEAT WACKY HOT JUST FOR FUN SENT BY READER^
ft

EASY MONEY
rjv If it

'

s zenn ies y0u need, look no further. We've dis-

" ' covered a way to earn money quickly in Capcoms

latest entry in the Mega Man series, Mega Man 64. Enter

Apple Market, which is the first area of town you encounter,

and look for a small, yellow 1

can near the entrance. Kick

the can over to the Bakery,
|

then boot it up and behind

the counter. The shopkeeper

will give you 1,000 Zennies

as a reward for picking up lit-

«, Exit and reenter Apple
Bok ,h„mtan«ttee„

Market to repeat the proce |jp| as funoras profitable as it is

dure as often as you like. in Apple Market.

RUN, BAD CODES, RUN!

Evening, readers. It's the Code Cop here, once again

walking the thin blue line to keep gamers free from the

scourge of felonious cheats. Recently, I received mi

anonymous e-mail from a reader who claims ihat he

defeated the Marathon Man in Ocarina ofTime by los-

ing the first race and then tying his time on the second

try Well, it sounded like abunch of horsefeathers to me,

but I checked it out anyway. And let me tell you. theres

no way to beat that fel- /
~

low. It just isn’t possible.
1

I even raced him in my

a aso-Rupec ticket for

a - Coo FI Run, run, ran as fast as you
speeding. Code Cop,

L J can-bu, you'll never catch

WALKABOUT
Tired of the tennis tour? Mario Tennis for t

^
' GBC is unique in that it has a detailed back story

for a sports game, but some- 1

times the long walk around I

campus is a little much. If I

you're not interested in seeing I

the sights, press A, B, Select I

and Start at the same time f

after starting a new game and I

beginning the tour. The sys- |

tern will reset, and your game i^l you should go on tl

will begin in the dorms with 1*1 at least once but vats

°
, , beginning another file can take

the tour completed. gpass.

CUCCO CRAMMING
£TX We couldn't just let the Code Cop have all the fun,

L/fy sowere serving up another cheat forThe Legend of

Zelda: Ocarina of Time. When you visit Talon at Lon Lon

Ranch, he’ll challenge you to pick three special Cuccos out of

a flock ofregular ones. Before talking to Talon, pickup aU the

Cuccos and stuffthem into the space between Talon and the

stairs. You’ll need to work 1^

~

fast, but most of the Cuccos

will stay put once you've

thrown them into their I

new, somewhat cramped I

home. Next, go to Talon and

accept his challenge. The
|

three special Cuccos that
A CuccQ or ,w0 might escape

Talon tosses will be absurdly |^) from y0ur trap, but just

easy to find! throw them back.

SEND
codes io

\
beomond.^
„oo73-9733

to classified®nintendo . com op to Uf address above. CLASSIFIED INFORMATION |
45
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UBI SOFT, WITH THE HELP OF
ECLIPSE, HAS RELEASED

DANE BOY ADVAHCE VERSIOH OF
32-BIT CLASSIC RAYHAH-

SETIHC THE BAR VERY HIGH FOR
OTHER LAUHCH TITLES.

Lastyear. Ubi Soft released a striking rendition ofthe classic Rayman

escapade for the Game Boy Color, so it's no surprise that the bouncy

hero is making an early debut on the Game Boy Advance. The quest

is a basic run-'n'-jump platform adventure that translates per-

fectly onto a handheld system, but utilizes GBA’s power to

include the same clever design and gorgeous scenery that

earned the game such praise when it appeared on next-

generation consoles. With a plethora of challenging lands

of nasty bosses to beat, you better

and plan a long vacation.

© 2001 Ubi Soft. Inc.

Ubi Soft and tho Ubi SoftEntertainment logo

arc regisered trademrks of Ubi Soft, Inc.

All Rights Reserved

Once you unlock a new area, use this map to navigate from one

level to another. Each land has its own boss and several distinct

levels, each of which contains numerous stages. As you can see,

there's a lot of ground to cover!

JTs
intendopower.coier.com
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k came along and
across the land.

One solid punch is enough to bust
the steel and setthe Electoons
tree. The tricky part is locatinq
every cage. Most are tucked
awaym hard-to-reach places.

every stage of every level for
trapped Electoons. You won't t
able to face a level boss until y
save all the Electoons in the ar

HELICOPTER HAIRBetilla the Fairy is willing to help as loi
prove hes worthy. Survive the first few
will give you the power to punch, hang
Kayman can also learn how to fly.

FIST OF FURY

'ng as Rayman can
stages and Betilla

J.
grab and swing.

SUIHCIHC

On certain slick paths, Rayman
will need to gain speed and leap
over gaping cavities. Press for-
ward on the Control Pad and
watch Rayman burn rubber.

The longer you hold down the B
Button, the further your fist will

fic^i /r duck or
iumP. your

fist will follow you— a maneuver
that comes inhandy.

All work and no play makes for a
dull adven ture, so have some fun
swinging from hoop to hoop.
Press the B Button while in the
air and you’ll grab a ring.

% X «

A
3 "S3



mosquito. By the end, Rayman

hang and grab.,-ith a couple of easy stages, but ends

a flood and a battle with a gvganticThe Dream Fo:

. with a frantic

RNGU.SHLGG..M

'on the third Stage ofthe
level

Betilla the Fairy will grant^you

the power to punch. Use your

new skill to knock out enemies

andbust cages full of Electoons.

Fach time you punch Moskito, he will

spend a few seconds trying to recover

from the blow. The instanthe rsTbPer

ates, try to land another quick
|olt.

Moskito will start

'

so be alert!
of the stage,

to fly faster,

an attempt
os and ride enormous

helpless Electoons.hood seems to be a little on-

ering flutes, bounce off moving

ttUCGRO PRESTO GOHG HEIGHTS

Everything in

-kilter. Rayman

sis
'

goodies. Steer the maracas by y

f

a

,|ing into oblivion,

moving left or right.

The pesky green aliens have !

knack for dodging bu lets^Ai

throwing a punch, duck dowr

that your fist will hit the eva

enemy on its way back.

.which will allow him

iRayman's quest has taken r

‘scapes of the valley and into'

TMIUCHT &ULCH
STONE'S PEAKS

Rayman will be able toflyatthe

start of the level. Use his helicop

ter hair to cut the ropes and pre

vent the water from
flooding on

When riding clouds, use your fis

to punch the large, swaying

spikes out of your way. Be pre

pared to duck and )ump aroundmppedtahW aieauKiSmait

piUsgi



Picture City can be frustrating, butyou can ;master it ifyou plan

your jumps carefully and look for rings in the air. You'll

automatically bounce when you walk on the blue, starry surfaces,

so be careful crossing them if there are tacks on the ceiling.

:h out far two yin and yang
; hovering below sharp

;s. Deliver two quick punches

lock them out of the way.

Scamper around the area and duck of ten

to avoid Space Mama and her flying pots.

Try to jump arid punch her in the helmet
to finish heroff forgood.

i are sharp and i

.Study the

]
platforms

Mr. Skopis one crabby crab: Get ready to

move before he flings his claw toward

you. Peg him in the head repeatedly while J

staying ou t of hisgrasp. |

0033
After overcoming the wicked Mr. Dark, Raymanwill be forced to' re-battle each one ofthe

level bosses before the ElectoOn's world is saved. When its all said and done, the Elec-

toons should throw a huge party in Rayman's honor, because saving the land is no easy

feat. Despite its challenging nature, Rayman Advance is an impressive and enjoyable

portable gaming experience, thanks in part to stunning imagery and clever use of basic

elements. Most importantly, the variety of levels gives this adventure a lot of replayvalue.

It’s a perfect tide to add to your brand new Game BoyAdvance collection.^

Start the level with a series of

well-timed jumps, avoiding the

slippery puddles of tar. Touch the
fairy to shrink and advance

through the tiny passage.

Notice that some of the valleys

between the erasures are too

wide to jump across. Leap into

the air and use your helicopter

hair to levitate overthe gaps.

/JJJ Qmi u/ QCBCP3
As if the jumps aren't difficult enough to perform in broad some stages in complete darkness. On the bright side, there’s

daylight, the Cave of Skops adds a new twist by presenting lots of swinging in this land.

CRYSTAL PALACE EAT AT JOE'S

of this level swinging through

the air. Always be ready to gra

a ring, and watch for spikes the

will send you falling.

Joe will hand you a firefly to

improve your visibility, but it

won't help much on the first

stage. During later stages, punch

levers to advance.

3U0\r3 uij to sem
Before battling the ultimate enemy, you must conquer

Mr. Dark's Dare by riding a speedy spoon across layers of

slick whipped cream and climbing over candy-coated hills.

Mr. Dark will chase after you, disguised as your evil twin.

.BOY ADVANCE
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The biggest technical

limitation of the GBA ver-

sion of THPS 2 is its fixed

camera angle. Once you

get used to the perspec-

tive
-and the see-through

walls and ramps—you'll

find that you can do just

about anything that's pos-

sible in the home console

versions of the game.

nintendopower.i

,TOnVJHRWKiSB
PRO SKRTER

Activision and
Vicarious Visions are on
deck for the Game Boy /jk
Advance launch party with ^ '

a shrunken—but beautifully

detailed—new Hawk.

Bhj Mb l ittJA Box

If Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2 for Game Boy Advance were displayea on a

20-inch television, casual observes might ask themselves. Is this a new

S64 same?” When you show it to them on the GBA, their laws will drop.

Its seamless ,-D movement and detailed teanm-s push the boundaces .f

handheld gaming. Of course, all ofthatwould be meaningless ifthe game

weren't true to the traditions of THPS.

j§J
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WIN A NEW GAMEBOY ADVANCE
GO TG N CREW. COM TO SIGN UP!

(Nintendo)

What's batter than a free GameBoy Advance? We don't know either. So we’ve decided to give

some away to NCrew members-before they hit the stores! Just head to www.ncretv.com to

enter the drawing, and while you're at it check out the all-new NCrew site. It's got a new
groove just like you wanted, and there's still lots of news and hints you can't find anywhere
else. Not an NCrew member yet? Why not? It’s totally free, and you’ll get the latest on
Nintendo releases plus exclusive inside info, tips, and tricks. Just sign up at www.ncrew.com
and we’ll enter you In the free Game Boy Advance drawing! Don’t forget—GameBoy Advance

hits stores on Wednesday, June 13th!

© 2001 Nintendo ™. ®, the Racetrack logo. Game Boy Advance and NCrew are trademarks of Nintendo.



i'OUIMSELORS
I no/i/ro
VlUllfWi.il
Your Questions—Our r

HOW oo | BUY STUFF IN THE BOO'S MANSION SHBPIgJ

The management at the Boos Mansion

Shop reserves the right not to serve patrons

wearing blue overalls. Franky, the shop-

keeper, won't sell you a thing until you talk

to Lady Bow, the manipulative head Boo

who floats around on the third floor. You 11

have to make your way through the entire

mansion to find her. Find the portrait of an

old Boo, place it on the second floor then

jump into it—you’ll make a supernatural

trip to the third floor. After you agree to do

Lady Bow's bidding, Frankywill be happy to

sell you a Super Shroom or two.

Franky would love to help you out, but his point-

like appendages are tied. You'll need to talk to the

grand Boo-Bah if you want some action.

Lady Bow always gets her way. If you do what

she wants, she'll let Franky open the Boos

Mansion Shop for business.

TAM I FIND CHUCK PUIZIV1D IF I LDDK FDR HIM <jg)

Teal Chuck Quizmo's appearances ate tain paths. Go to the room

tandom. bu, you can maximize your Tunnels the. eonMnsktee^Hp.

chances of finding him if you follow

Toad Town locations on the other ends of the pipes

until Quizmo appears. After you answer

forth to tie three 64 questions, he'll stop appearing.

Keep warping to the three .

shown in the diagram until you see

Chuck Quizmo.

52 I NINTENDO POWER
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HOW I DEFEAT MY5TERIO I^J

The three-story tall Mysterio may seem

unbeatable at first, but a few well-placed

Impact Webs will make short work of

him. Start by knocking out the six glow-

ing crystals on his costume. When he

begins to fire energy beams at you from

his chest, hit the two sources of the

beams with Impact Webs. Finish him off

by attacking his head.

You'll need to leap among three levels so you can

target Mysterio's six glowing crystals.

Once the crystals are gone, you'll need to knock

out the two energy beams with Impact Webs.

Fire a couple of Impact Webs at Mysterio's head

dome to finish the fight

HOW DP I DAMAGE DOCTOR aCTaPU5^)

When you first meet Doc Ock, he’ll be pro-

tected by an energy field. You'll soon discover

a serious flaw in his defenses—an on/off

switch will drop down from the ceiling after

you hurdle the energy walls that radiate from

the center of the room. Each time you hit a

switch, you'll need to jump over a greater

number of energy walls to get to die next

switch. After you’ve hit the switch four times,

the shield will temporarily drop and you'll be

able to inflict damage on Doc Ock. Repeat

the process until you’ve defeated him.
Watch out for Doc Ock's tentacles as you vault

over energy walls. Punch the on/off switch, or

fire Impact Webs at it.

The bad doctor will be temporarily helpless while

his shield is deactivated. Keep hitting him until the

shield repels you again.

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TB ELIMINATE CARNAGED
When a Symbiote attached itself to a

twisted criminal, the result was Car-

nage—two of Spider-Man’s deadliest foes

in one package. Carnage will slash you

and splash you with caustic liquid if you

let them get near you, so keep running to

stay out of reach. Shoot the villains with a

web line then yank them toward the sonic

field to cause damage.

Carnage will slash at you with their axelike hands

if you let them get close to you.

Maintain a safe distance from Carnage, shoot a

web line at them, then swing them into the field.

The sonic field will regenerate after Carnage

takes a hit. Use the time to grab power-ups.

COUNSELORS' CORNER
1
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HOW DO I ATTACH THE TRACER TD THE LIMO (j

The limo on the Chicago: Stealth level

will drive away a few moments after you

begin the mission, so you'll need to plant

the tracer quickly. Slip between the fences

to the sewer area then enter the second

tunnel you find. Go down the tunnel

until you are beneath a sewer grate. Equip

the tracer, target the limo's undercarriage

then place the device.

As a Perfect Agent, you'll have the Tracer Bug at

the start, so don't bother going to the drop point.

Enter the long tunnel then follow it all the way to

the grate at the end.

The limo is conveniently parked above the grate,

so all you need to do is target it from the tunnel.

HOW DP I DISABLE THE SHIELD SYSTEM DM CDVERT ASSAULT

Before you disable the shields, you'll need

to disable the two Skedar guards. Sneak

up behind the first Skedar warrior then

stab it in the back. Change your weapon's

function to Throw Poison Knife then toss

it at the second Skedar. Grab the mon-

sters' Maulers and ammo, then carefully

aim ac the three odd terminals in the

room to disable the shields.

The first Skedar warrior will go down without

much of a fight if you surprise it from behind. A
frontal attack is much tougher.

You’ll probably get only one throw to take out the

second Skedar monster. It takes a couple of sec-

onds for the poison to do its job.

If all goes well, you'll have enough ammo to

destroy all three alien control panels. It takes

three shots per terminal.

HDW DP I DEFEAT THE THREE DUELISTS^)

You'll face three foes in The Duel: the bly only have one or two shots—if you're

dataDyne Guard, Jonathan Dark and lucky. The toughest opponent is Trent,

Trent Easton. In each case, you'll proba- who will nail you if you try to run. Your

best bet against him is to turn and crouch

before you fire. Jonathan hides behind a

wall, so you should sneak up behind him.
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Magi-Nation
Q: Why did the Ferryman leave?

A: You must pay the Ferryman an extra 300
Animite so he'll wait to take you back.

Q: Is there a fast way to pick up energy?

A: Try to use high-level creatures when you bat-

tle. II you defeat an enemy with one hit, your

energy reward will be doubled.

Q: Where do find the Cloud Frond?

A: You'll find it when you escape from Marog’s
Prison.

A: Hit a book then run back to a Teddy Bear
before the timer runs out. some notes.

BSlUi/fl OK ZELDdS&ORACU: OF SEASONS
HOW DP I MAKE M005H OR DIMITRI MY PET^

Wi" end
,

U
f
P

L
Ricky

;

as rerrieve mcky's Gloves If you your pet. Buy a flute in the Horon Village

Moosh if ’tT h

r

m 0T C°m
,

Pete in the

fl

Subrosian dancinS Same Shop to make Moosh your pet. You'll findMoosh you find a flute before you unci you win a flute, Dimitri will become either pet in Spool Swamp

Whpn vnn nn tn cSLji Z ... u \
ou stop

2V
™ Horon Vllla 9e S"0P Dimitri can swim to Sunken CityWhen you go to Spool Swamp, you II before you find Ricky's gloves you' 11 ,h—u •

—

1 *•--- ,v
rescue Dimitri and make him your pet. be able to buy Moosh's Flute.

If Moosh becomes your pet, pitted
through treacherous, flooded regions walkways will separate you from
of Holodrum. Sunken City. Fly over them.

HDW I SOLVE THE 5TATLIE PUZZLE IN POISON iyiDTH’5 LAIR^
Ue red ,„d blue statue puzzle in Poison match a line of identical statues on the statutes again,, the wall, then shift theMoths lair ,s deceptively complez. You 11 opposite side of the hallway. Start by remaining statues away from each ocher

o that they pushing two blue statues and two red so you can move them into place

T&ijmw lfl
j
pifpira i BO

hhfllt
V
,

pushin
w!ll

8
l
w0 lef

J
most remainin9 red statue to the Push the third red statue against the Once the red statues are in nnsitinn

mdsSSaSst'tttf" SresmtZ?‘'"’
,,Brt”'Sd "S' '

Stuck? Pick up the phone and give our counselors a call.

Or write to: Counselors' Corner, P.0. Box 97033, Redmond, WA 98073-9733

all you need to do is push the blue
statue into the remaining slot.

In the USA Call: In Canada Call

1-900-288-0707 1-900-451-4400

Donald Duck: “Doin’ Quackers”
Q: How do I use the Teleporter?

A: Stand in the center of it then press B.

Q: How do I access the Save Menu?

A: You can access the save menu only by pressing
Start while you are in Gyro's lab.

Q: How do I collect Teddy Bears?

Make the Most of Your Dame
Counseling Call!

Starting this month, Counselors’ Corner
will provide tips for prospective callers to

Nintendo’s Game Counselors. This
month’s tip: Make sure you have a pencil

and plenty of paper handy before you
make your call. You mayneed to jot down

COUNSELORS' CORNER
|
55



When you register rankings

in every race, you can enter

the Championship Circuit.
A Multipak Link tor up to

tour players requires a Pal

for every racer. Select froi

the most accomplished

player's unlocked options.

can upload a custom track

to as many as three other

GBA systems using GBA

Game Link Cables.

In Training Mode, you can

select Irom all unlocked

machines and tracks and

configure a computer-

controlled pace racer.

Join the F-ZERO Maximum

Velocity Grand Prix to take

on a field of fierce com-

petitors in four series of

five races each.

nintendopower.com
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POLES!
nnKffn, met,

WERmiLfoit

’s -FinesT
' show that they belong among the
the right equipment for the task.

more competitive.

|

Maintained by expert

j

mechanics with the
most advanced tools,

Lord Cyber's Sly Joker
tops out at a normal
436 km/h and a boosted

With two engines
Stacked on top of each
other, Alexander
O'Neill's sturdy Stingray
can maintain its 525
km/h boosted speed for
up to 12 seconds.

I
Designed by F-ZERO

I
legend Dr. Stewart, the
Silver Thunder has a
strong frame and good
balance. Blitz Wagner
controls the machine

[

With great acceleration,
and above-average bal-

ance, the Falcon MK-II is

a well-rounded machine.
The pilot, Kent Akechi,
claims to be Captain
Falcon's son.

"The Bullet" Kumiko's
Fighting Comet is one

i of the fastest machines
on straight sections,
with a boosted speed

I
of 593 km/h and boost

J

duration of nine seconds.

I

Yazoo Jr., the son of
racing machine designer
Professor Yazoo, pilots
the ultra-exclusive Jet
Vermillion. It's the only
machine to break the
600 km/h barrier.

with quiet mastery.

T--H- LU 1 1 F I 1 1 n& mov'-es
The Blast Turn technique will help you gain control and t
tain speed in tight corners. Press and release the accele
quickly and repeatedly while turning to execute the r
When you hit obstacles, your racer will lose power, brir
down its top speed. Use Pit Zones to repair.

LJi liwi_IL_-M -R- QJQRLD CUE
You can unlock machines and courses with racing accomplish-
ments. By completing the Pawn, Knight and Bishop Series at
Standard Class difficulty, you’ll unlock the Sly Joker. Do the
same in Expert Class to unlock the Stingray and the Queen
Series. Complete the Queen Series at Expert Class to unlock .

GAME BOY ADVANCE
|
F-ZERO MAXIMUM VELOCITY

|
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zgisrer a ranking-worthy time in every

you will unlock the Championship Cn

the ultimate Time Attack course. It has

:igzag through a field of

Traps near the beginning of

you'll soar into a 180-

n. Don't let that 1-2 combo

Blast-Turn and keep moving.

You'll find Dash Plates at the opening

of the course's wide and icy section

near the homestretch. Even though you

may soon be sliding on ice, you should

take advantage of the added speed

that the Dash Plates afford you.

Cornering on ice can be very tricky, uu

if you've made it to the Championship

Circuit, you know how to deal with

slippery turns. Use the Blast Turn tecf

nique to maintain control and stay

away from the outside rail.

With a single Game Pak, you can upload an excli

all linked GBAsystems. It's a good introduction i

players who are new to it.

The tightest turn on the track includes

a Speed Down area on the outside

shoulder. If you go wide on the corner,

you'll cover too much room and lose

speed at the same time. Use the Blast

Turn technique to cut into the turn.

The Jump Plate is too far from the

curve to offer a corner-cutting oppoi

tunity, but it is the only place on the

course where you can pick up some

speed in the air. Press Down on the

Control Pad for a smooth landing.

You'll reach a pair of Dash Plates on

your way to the homestretch If you hit

them both, you might have a difficult

time snaking around the curves. Hit the

first one and Dash again only if you can

un-H
The Multipak link requires a Game

Pak for every linked game system.

When you hook up, you II be able u

select from the courses and

machines that are unlocked on at

least one of the Game Paks.

nintendopower.com
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Ocarina! d
S

irieet Potato

7‘he Ocarina Inspired by die Legend vf Zelda' Is noul available!

J1

Easy to Play ~ a well-tuned and finely crafted

musical instrument.

Includes a Sonybooft and Tutorial with simple

finger notation for many songs and fancy tricks,

plus Lullabies, Serenades and Minuets!

Made from high-fired Ceramic in 3 styles:

• SoJeet Potato (octave +i)

• Extended Ranye Sitfeet Potato (octave +4)

Includes Extended Range Songbook plus Regular Songbook I

• Raku Pendant Ocarina (with necklace)

You can also order:

• Silk Carryiny Case

(padded, wlzipper, handle and embroidered dragons)

• Sonybook II

(25 songs from Beethoven to the Beatles)

• Drayon Boy T-Shirt

(100% cotton, youth M/L/XL)

- Hear them and order online at

WuJu/.sonybirdocarina.com

Pendant Ocarina

Priciny Info:

Sweet Potato Ocarina.... ...$39.95

Extended Range Sweet Potato...$49.95

Raku Pendant Ocarina. $24.95

Dragon Boy T-Shirt $12.95

Silk Carrying Case $5.95

Songbook II $2.95

Shippiny Info:

Shipping & Handling $5.00

(Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.)

....$ 10.00Priority Shipping

(When available, allow 2-4 days for delivery.)

Songbird Ocarinas r St
am q«- • X410 Anacapa St

Santa Barbara, CA 93101

(805) 899-4042

Hours: 9-5, M-F Pacific Time



Got t© IHlaw® Heart
Robot Pinobec has nearly all of the essential bee parts: a

stinger, wings, fast legs and an engine for beeline dashes.

The only missing piece is the heart that Grandpa Bee was

going to add before he vanished. Pinobee must find his

maker if he's going to be a complete bee.

@F ADVENTURE
©2001 Artoon. ©2001 Hudson Soft. All rights reserved.

Published and distributed by Activision, Inc.

A ROBOT BEE SEARCHES FOR
HIS MISSING MAKER IN PINOBEE,

FROM ACTIVISION. HELP HIM
HOP, POP AND ZIP THROUGH

DOZENS OF COLORFUL,
ACTION-PACKED LEVELS.

£
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Mysterious Switch

JKIW F'o'wrSvvi'Kh in the
middle of the level. There are simifai

SSg" 9jms lewis. By

event near the end of the game.STAnT

FINISH'

Go Underground
Metal MonsterThe entrance to the lower-left area

of the first level is blocked. The only
way to get there is through a tele-
porter in the upper-left corner.
Return to the level after you earn an
extra Dash, then fly up and teleport
down. You II find a rare item.

See Prepared
pays to b

B
d ready ymsdS

y progress, choose the first level and get a feel for Pinobee's

_ Save Your Progress

You’ll begin the game by selectina
one of three diaries. Pinobee will
write an entry in the diary at the
end of each level, automatically
saving your progress and of ferinq
clues about what you might have

Build Your Inventory

moves, especially hovering and dashing, when yoore readrd*^0"“ **

Know Your Options

You can access several important
features through the main menu:
select a stage, check your item
inventory, read Pinobee's diary
tor clues about each level, and
trade items with another player
Trading items requires two GBAs
twoPjnobeeGamePaksanda
bBA Game Link Cable.

j? 54 items in three different colors scat-tered throughout the game world. When vou cnl-

Tbur Adventure Bee-sins
seaet arm and

«fPinobee's meadow-each one packed with
m0re

' l‘a™ *n a^l

"

IT in a late level, you can'eaplore precimw^^^eachabl^arars
ilfeBriiiv^evels?^

0^

1. Cozy Forest

Every level has a golden enemy that
has influence over the games other
enemies. If you fail to defeat a golden
enemy, the creatures in the next level
will become more powerful and it will
figure into the ending, too.

GAME BOV ADVANCE
| PINOBEE: WINGS Of ADVENTURE

| 63



Cricket Conversation
You'll happen upon the character

Cricket lor the first time near the

end of Level 2. Walk up to him and

chat, but don't sting him. If you sting

friendly characters, your adventure

will be more likely to end at Level

22, rather than continue to Level 27.

Quiet Cove
As you close in on the cove jn the

lower-right corner, the music shifts

to a quiet theme. You'll find an itein

. l..i.uu iiimnuo and Dash
in a bubble there. Jump i

into the bubble, you'll

item as you fall to the platform.

START

S) 3. Cheerful Flower

Checkpoint

The pyramid-shaped floating crys-

tal is a checkpoint. Touching it will

restore your health and save

your progress.

Friendly Fairy
Bubbles Bounce

The chain of bubbles at the begin

ninq of the level trails up to its hig

er reaches. When you hit the first

bubble, you'll pop up to the top lik

pinball bouncing off bumpers.

64 I NINTENDO POWER
|
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FINISH"

START

The section i

ttewitaSKX'S.
EMteeSSff>-

5. Gloomy Road

(START

Mean MagnetWhen you launch from a cannon vnn

SS" “"fl"
anotller cannon andlaunch again. It s a good wav to optK,*te.Myve8r/„a

FINISH )

fjJF.

Insect Cannonball

s?aS;Sir,K,,i' shoct

Plants

The area near the upper-left

hpme"
0
j
the leve l includes rare

ino a na-

nd
?
lany dan9ers ' includ-

Either avoid them completely

ry

o

d
porndstingthemonthe

game BOY ADVANCE
I PINOBEE - WINGS or AOVENTIIPF I



6. Gloomy Road

'finish;

Another Switch

Sticky Situation

7. Gloomy Rood

.
When you

et caughtm the webhing^you'l'
be vulr

out of^he web and drop to the ground.

the Bombs
,
use the spider’s bombs to.

ivantage. While the spider is

iq a bomb to the ground, |un

Dash into the explosive

It will bounce back
ana nix

Bounce

,
much more game to pay. »™=" “ „„„ oot „

o earlier level, and explore the areas te™r

« able ro BnW of *e« „d dlf,a

^^“^evaandsjoneof^^re
nt endings. Don’t worry. Bee happy-

nintendopower.com



SOON THIS OOY WILL GET YOU

FBEE STIFF
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This month, you'll

learn how to use

them to enter the

Unicorn's Cave,
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jfAges take place in Labrynna, a world he must explt

Link is traveling in present-day Labrynna, the map o

verworld map.The bottom map depicts Labrynna in

Times Are Changing

Evil Veran has traveled back i

time. To stop her from rewrit-

ing history, you must find the

eight Essences of Time. Talk

to the Maku Tree to find out

where they are.

areas i

this article

i

the map.

LABRYNNA WORLD MAP-PRESENT

Queen Ambi's Black Tower

MK To plunge Labrynna into the

Age of Darkness, Veran has

tricked Queen Ambi into build-«!—.
BBSS ing the Black Tower at G22 in

;

the past. The spire will be the

site of your final battle.

mm BOY COLOR
I
THE legend oe ielda: oracle oe ages/oracle oe seasons I
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8. Workin' on the Railroad

ZMBMBmm, EWBBMi
With your new hopping abili-
ties, return to C8 and jump
over the yellow tile until it

turns red like the tile to the
left of it. When the tile col-
ors match, exit east and ride
the mine cart to D7. Bomb
your way into E7 to find a key.

In 07, push the color cube
into the hole so it lands hlue-
side up and raises the rail-

road gate. Chug to room C7,
then solve the puzzle by hop-
ping over the tiles. Match the
blue-and-yeflow pattern to

9. All Aboard foraGasho Seed
10. Uncovering the Boss Key

Return upstairs to Cl, then
~ reenter through Bl's lower
[BaBCiSSsyi door so you can hop to the

red floor tile in C2. Jump over
_ a'. it until it turns blue to raise

'

-V
« the railroad gate, then ride

f&S* Sfif*
10 ,0 retrieve a

Weigh down the floor button
in E2 by sliding a pot on top of
it. Exit east to G2, where
you'll win the Boss Key by
defeating the camouflaged
blobs. If you hop over the
center tile, you'll be able to
see them and harm them.II. Matching Statues

r*** BPKWsiM
V

Earn the key in F3 by arrang-
ing the statues on the right
so they match the formation
of statues on the left. You
can move only the statues
that match the color of the
tile in front of the torch lamp.
Hop over the tile to change
its color.

Drop bombs onto the
Thwomp's head and duck
into the lower-right cor-
ner to dodge its attacks.

nead will spin, showing
its many faces. If it stops

ime stranded on an island. To make your voyage tc
items. Begin your preparations by visiting Cheval

:

Saving Moosh
In the past, visit Cheval in

area J22. Cheval will tell you
about the industrial-strength
rope he’s developing. When
you leave his house, Ralph
will intercept you and tell you

t go swimmingly,you
the past.

Learning the Ropes

Warp to the present and
head east to Yoll

Graveyard, where a bear-
like creature named
Moosh will be surrounded
by ghosts. Swat all three
spirits away so Moosh
can give you a ride.

that the rope is a reality in
present-day Yoll Graveyard.

Ride Moosh to area L6, and
use him to fly you to the
northwest headstone. Push it

to go underground. Below the
surface, pull the lever to
open the barricade enclosing
Zoras Flippers.

The flippers will allow
you to swim and dive.

Dip your toes into the
deep water in Cheval's
grave, then swim
northwest around the
reef to recover Cheval's
special rope.

Return to the past and deliv-
er Cheval's rope to Rafton in

his waterfront house at H25.
Rafton will build you a raft,
but you'jl need the Island
Chart. Ricky the kangaroo
will help you find it. so meet

MMMrfTViiiiB Dig up the beach south of

iFrsP-^l
R'cky to unearth his boxing

llj§&%|! r.-—_ gloves. Return them to the
!

! Pffe 'ill kangaroo to get a lift, Ricky^1^-8111Hnf Ci
!

n hop over piIS and up

Traill! Ml' ICS* I

so r'de the marsupial

: U :

;
,

to J8, where Tingle will give
. L-ijS you the Island Chart.

Shipwrecked on Crescent Island
0nce R<cky hops you to Tingle,
exl* the kangaroo's pouch. Do

T ? some hopping of your own,
and swing your sword in

SSSSS; • midair to slash Tingle's bal-

A storm will rock your raft
when you sail toward J24.
You'll wash up on Crescent
jsland, where the reptilian

inhabitants called Tokays will
steal alj your stuff. To recover
everything, follow the steps
listed on page 72.

loon. Get the Island Chart
from Tingle, then visit Rafton
in the past to set sail.

GAME BOV COEOR
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4. Statue Blasting

Enter and reenter the turn-

stile at D4 from different

directions until it spins you to

the north. Head to D3, then

enter E3. To win the rooms

key, step on the floor switch,

then bomb the Armos stat-

ues into rubble.

3. monumental Movement
Once you've destroyed tne

crystal inE4, push the west

ernmost statue so its to the

northwest of the central

qreentile. If you reposition i

according to the picture to

the immediate left, you II w

5. Floor Fighting and Falling

In D2, the dark floor tiles will

rise up one by one andtly

toward you. Fend them oil

with your sword to exit the

room, then fall into the pit in

Q4. A mob of monsters will

qreet you when you land in

CIO, so ready your sword.

6. The Third Crystal

Slash the worm in C11 to enter

C12, then defeat the bunny

baddies. Exit through the mid-

dle door to the north, then

head up staircase A to destroy

the crystal in C4. Return to C11

and bomb the worm to enter

the southwest door to uz.
(!', Gasha Seed

8. Seed Shooter ShowdownMOONLIT GROTTO:

7. Bombing Bun Climb staircase B to emerge

in room B6 on the first floor.

Next door in A6. push the top

triangle of blocks into the

Eitions shown in the tar

picture to earn a key. Use

it to unlock B1, where you II

battle for the Seed Shooter.

Throw a bomb over room

B12s green barricade so the

shifting sand carries;M.to the

orb When it makes the orb

go boom, the Armos statue

will awaken. Bomb the

Armos to earn the compass.

Arm your sword and shove.

then head to D8 to battle

Subterror. The mimbosswi

burrow to evade youratta

so dig up the i«®S“P
the sand to unearth the mo

ster. When it s aoove gr

attack it with your sword.

9. Seed Bouncing
The Seed Shooter can launch

seeds vertically, horizontally

or diagonally, and your shots

can ricochet up to two times.

Use your new blaster to

bounce a seed into the final

crystal inD3 and Ember

Seeds into the torches at Dll.

12. Ricochet Riot
In C9, use your Seed Shooter

to blast the orb switches to

rotate the red spinners. If you

orient the spinners correctly,

you can fire a seed into them

so they bounce your shots

into the green levers that will

extend the bridges.

After you've defeated

Subterror, exit D8 through

its west door and waltz

into C7 to earn a key. The

prize will be yours if you

push the lower-right

block one space west.

13. Boss Key Bank Shot
Dodge the hag's four

shadows, then keep your

back to her when she

materializes. She I dis-

appear it you face her, so

fire your Seed Shooter

into a wall so your seeds

bounce back into her.

To reach the Boss Key, stand

on the button in E10 so the

spinners point in the direction

shown in the far left picture^

While standing on the button,

fire diagonally up and to the

right to hit the lever and open

the door to the Boss Key in E9.

BOY COLOR |
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I
Ttie Battle uulTli Eijeaoar,

iTheGorons

Return to the past and deliver the Bomb

Flower to the Gorons, who are trying to

rescue the Goron Elder trapped in the ca

Your delivery will save him, and he'll

reward you with the Crown Key.

When you unload a Pegasus Seed from your satchel, you I receive

a short boost of speed. The added spring in your step will be

enough to get you across the crumbling walkway in J1 of the pres-

ent Race across to meet King Moblm, then use the Power Bracelet

to throw his bombs back at him. Fry him to win a Bomb Flower.

lintendopower.a
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9. Four Pressing Situations

The Cane of Somaria is handy

for weighing down buttons.

In room D6, push each statue

onto one of the four buttons,

then use the cane to create a

block on top of the leftover

button. You'll win a key when

all four buttons are pressed.

Step on the button in C12 to

see the color pattern. On the

west side of the room, move

the statues according to the

color pattern. If you arrange

them correctly, you II win the

Cane of Somaria, a magic

wand that creates blocks.

10. Barricade to Barricade Room Bll is so dark that the

winding bridge is invisible.

Use the Cane of Somaria to

create a block, then push it

in front of you so you can fig-

ure out where the path bends

or ends. Hook the diamond to

exit when you win the key.

Strike the orb in C4 so you

i down staircase D in

D4. In DIO, hit the orb while

standing on the lowered red

barricade. Repeat the tech-

nique on the blue barricade sc

you can exit to DIO and enter

the tunnel under staircase E.

13. Shoot the Orb

i Fire your Seed Shooter at the

orb in F10 to cross the red

barricade, then pelt it again

to lower the blue barrier.

Walk across it to head

through the room's north exit

leading to F9.

12. Stepping Up
From B11. backtrack to DIO

and head up staircase D. Hit

the orb in C4 to lower the blue

barricades, then go down

staircase G in E5. In Ell, take

staircase H, then cross the

side-scrolling area by using a

block from the cane as a step.

Retrace your steps to E5, and

make sure you hit the orb to

deactivate the blue barriers

before leaving F10. From E5,

go north then east to unlock

G4, where Smasher lives.

Defeat your dogged foe by

throwing the ball at Smasher.

14. Tandem Movements

In F9, you must move each Safl]

statue onto a tile to win a

key. If you push one statue,

the other statue will move in

the same direction. Lock the 53
taqalong statue into place by 3®
propping a Cane of Somaria v4t

16. Hooked on the Compass

Create a block on top of the

button in G3 to keep the

bridge extended, then cross

it. At the chest, hook either

diamond block to claim the

compass, then hook either

diamond block to escape the

chest's dead-end area.

Big puffball Smog will

split into smaller

clouds that will circle

around the block for-

mations. If the tiny

clouds collide with

one another, they'll

reform Smog.

In the four rounds you

play against Smog,

place Cane of Somaria

blocks in the tiny

clouds' paths to

reroute them so they

;

collide.

17. Ups and Downs

Only when you've got-

ten all of the little

clouds to reunite into

Smog will you be able

to harm the airhead.

Use your sword to

defeat the big cloud.

To win the Boss Key in BH. you

must push all eight statues

onto the tiles. There s no pat-

tern to follow, but the trick is

that all statues of the same

color will move when you

push one of them. Use the

cane to block them in.

nintendopower.
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S““ this Oracle of Ages strategy guide ends with Labtynna’s fifth dungeot

d PV 1 1 Ml °nl
i

y£ur Chat
,

the 0rade ofSeasons halfofthis indudes tips for Holodrum’s fifth dung
Pickingup where May’s coverage ended, Links journey resumes in Unicorn’s Cave.

’With the power of autumn added to the Rot
any season other than fall, you won’t be able

i enter Unicorn’s Cave. If it’s

Oracle of Seasons.

[jl] Dungeon Map

After entering, make a beeline for

C7, then exit right. In D7. board
the cart on the left. As you chug
down the track, take a swipe at
the lever in 06 to reroute your
ride to D5. Visit E5 and slide the
block to the right to summon an
iron ball, which you'll use later.

Board the cart on the right in D7,
then hit the lever while rolling

through D6 so you'll end up in D5.
Open the chest to add a key to
your inventory, then reroute your
cart using the lever in 06 so you
can chug to E6 and head down
staircase A.

Staircase A leads to a tunnel.
Cross the passage by evading
fireballs and luring the
Thwomps into landing so you
can use them as stepping-
stones. When you emerge in

C3, go east to D3. Defeat all

4. Magnetic Gloves

rr Backtrack to C3. then work
your way to A2, where you'll

find the Magnetic Gloves
inside a chest. Slip them on,

then use them to reposition

the metal ball on top of the
button that operates the
rooms exit door.

the statues.

7. Coming Attractions

After winning the key from
A4, try the Magnetic Gloves
on for size and use them to

move the ball that blocks the
exit in B5. Go to A6, then walk
against the flow of the shift-

ing floor to stay on track so
you can reach the compass.

The gloves i-— „ 1 attract or

repel metallic objects marked
with the letter N or S. An "S"
cylinder sits across the gap in

B8. Stand on the tile, then set
your gloves to "N" and let the
magnetic force pull you
across so you can reach a key.

GAME BOY COLOR
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Enter the

'

To unearth the Blue Ore, drop

off the cliff in northeast

Holodrum that's to the left of

Moosh's Spring Banana tree.

When you land in the warp,

you'll appear in Subrosia.

Jump north across the lava,

then walk northwest.

When you warped to

Subrosia from Eyeglass Lake,

you appeared a few paces

east of the Great Furnace. If

you take the Red Ore and

Blue Ore to that hot spot, the

Suhrosians will melt the

With the Red Ore and Blue Ore

fused into Hard Ore, head to

the Subrosia Smithy. If you tell

the smithy to "Do whatever,"

he'll eventually craft the Hard

Ore into the Iron Shield—

a

sturdy replacement for your

weaker Wooden Shield.

nintendopower.i
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.tf you’re g°mg to upgrade to a level-2 Iron Shield, you might as well have a matching sword
with it. The trading sequence below will startyou on your way to earning the level-2 Noble Su

Poultry in Motion

igfiiK Deliver ihe Cuccodex to

PI |irpSp~Mgv|^ Malon the plucky girl

Library Lighting

south of the Maku Tree.

Inside, the book worm wish-
es it were brighter, so shed
some light on the situation to

tossing an Ember Seed into

the unlit torch. In return, lie'll

give you the Cuccodex.

Spool Swamp Swap

paMaple the witch performs
random flybys on her broom
in various locations through-
out Holodrum. If you happen
to bump into her while you
have the Lon Lon Egg in your
inventory, she ll trade you her
Ghastly Doll.

Take Maple's Ghastly Doll to
Spool Swamp and visit Mrs.
Ruul's Villa. If you hand the
creepy toy to the bespecta-
cled bog resident, she'll give
you her Iron Pot. Make the
trade, then go below ground
to Subrosia.

A Little Soup for Biggoron

138^19^9kTfllU'IHESatMtf A cook in one of Subrosia's

B„ vour • ’...T homes needs a container for

I b is rejdvi cooking, and the Iron Pot will

i'BET 8" site)
1,0 *ust , *le ,ricl< - Give ,he lron

Pot to the Subrosian chef.

:V*V »T - '14.''/:' who'll serve you up a steam-
ing bowl of Lava Soup.

:ring of the

n-cooked remedy
i you the Goron Vase.

Something Fishy at Ingo's House

il Ingo in Sunken City has filled

5 his house with vases, and the j"*

K Goron Vase is perfect for his I 1

b collection. He'd do anything J,
r

£
to earn your urn—including iS|

: skipping his seafood dinner. If

you give him the vase, you'll

reel in his Fish. H

In North Horon, just east of

through a Megaphone to call

his cat. Only your Fish can
lure the cat down from the
tree, so give it to the cat
fancier, who'll give you his

Megaphone in exchange.

Fungi from a Sleeping Guy Syrup's Potion Shop

A man snoozes in the west
cave at the foot of the Mt.
Cucco cliff where a blue

cucco perches. Give the

heavy sleeper a wake-up call

with the Megaphone to earn
his Mushroom.

In the winter, you'll be able to
enter Syrup's Potion Shop in

Sunken City. Despite the cold

weather, you'll get a warm
reception from the witch if

you trade her the Mushroom
for her Wooden Bird.

Greasing up His Daily Grind

Spend some time with the
clockmaker in his Horon
Village Clock Shop. The man
will go cuckoo for your

Wooden Bird. Trade it to him
to receive the clockmaker s
Engine Grease.

ifRcwr-wwaL s;mm
V,-ve ,ot a

j

You traded the
f
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-lb d,e Phonograph for .he Noble Sword »d

must explore the LostWoods.You 11 needa map tog

Behind the Shop Counter

i
Suhrosia anil enter W*

Member's Card II you flash the Member's

Card to the clerk in the Horn

Village shop, he'll let you

walk behind the counter to

enter the store's basement.

Downstairs, fork over 200

Rupees to purchase the

Treasure Map.

the shop. Membership has

its privileges, so invest in

some benefits by purchas-

ing the Member's Card. It

you don't have the five Ore

Chunks to buy it, dig around

Suhrosia to find the funds.

Get the Round Jewel

X-Shaped Jewel Swim southwest of the

entrance to Gnarled Root

Dungeon. Enter the cava,

then talk to the man inside.

As long as you have the

Essences of Time from five

dungeons, he'll give you llie

The map shows the locations

of the four jewels that unlock

the Lost Woods. Find the X-

Shaperi Jewel at the beach

west of Horon Village. Light

the torch, cross the bridge,

then toss a Mystery Seed at

the question mark rock.

Take a dive in the deep

water near the entrance to

Dancing Dragon Dungeon

Swim through the underwa-

ter passage to find the

Pyramid Jewel—the fourth

item you'll need to access

the Lost Woods.

You can access the Square IdtpifiJS

Jewel in Spool Swamp only i?P.

in the winter. Summon the

snowy season, then drop a MMjSBS
bomb'at the cracked wal fgg
that conceals a cave. When

the dust settles, head in to S5E5
retrieve your prize.

From Summer to Winter
As soon as you enter the

qate, summon summer, climb

the vine, go west, then drop

off the ledge to push a stat-

ue. To take the stairs you ve

uncovered, return to the

entrance stump and summor

winter.

Unlocking the Gote

The four jewels act as

keys that unlock the

fortress northeast of the

Pegasus Tree in Spool

Swamp. Place eacljiewel

in its appropriate slot to

open the gate.

Directions to the Noble Sword

Near the Lost Woods, deflect

the local Deku Scrub's

attacks, then play your

Phonograph to Inm so you can

hear the directions for navi-

gating the Lost Woods. If you

follow his clues, you II finally

reach the Noble Sword.

Crossing the Pond in Autumn

By pushing the statues onto

the ice, you'll be able to use

them as stepping-stones

when the water thaws out.

Summon fall to defrost the

area, then cross the pond

east and go downstairs tor

directions to the ruins.

Entering the Ancient Ruins
Once you've left the Lost

Woods, summon winter. Gross

the snowbank to reach the top

of the cliff. Move the statue.

then drop off the ledge. Use

the flower in the spring to pop

back up on the ledge and reach

the sixth dungeon's
entrance.

Ls and nLgarnesthat'U keepyoubusy all seasort...

ninlendopower.com
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vou've asked about most often. Wken

, asked-abouc, featuring the items y ^ that p0kemon aren t always
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3 Pokemon Yellow have you feeling blue?

Hev vou, Pokefan! Does I —
- _ ,

r

Isfckfcnon Sold or Silver making you oee

it and send us your puzzlers. Were up to the challenge!

Q; Howmany Steel-type Pokemon are there?

A; There are a handful of Steel-types

in’ Gold and Silver: Steelix

Forretress, Seizor, Magnemite

Magneton and Skarmory. As

far as we know, there are no

pure Steel-types.

Q: What does the BerserkGene do?

A: When the held item Berserk Gene

activates, it raises a Pokemon

s

Attack by two levels, but it also

confuses the Pokemon.

Q: What caul do with Gold Leafand Silver leaf?

A: You can sell either at a Poke Mart to make a little extra money.

Q;Why are

of the Jigglypttff

wearing bows in Super

Smash Bros.?

A: The Jigglypuff come in

different colors and some

have bows to differentiate

between multiple Jigglypuff, if

more than one person

chooses to play as the salmon-

colored slugger. Another good

question would be, whats

•with the hats on the alternate

Pikachu? They’re truly silly-

Q: Where in Gold and Silver can I get the Super Rod?

A: When you make it to Route 12 in Kanto, talk to the man in the

Q; Can I really get aVirtual Boy for myroomm New BarkTown.
^ do j do the Shuckle

the Trainer in Cianwood asked me

to hold for him?A- Yes you tan—but it’s rare. Try Myste^, Gifting
with manyPCOP^

„ Poktaou Stadium a. Ifyou luck our.you wdl gee the dusrve

Virtual Boy.

Q; What's the point or ail tn

Mystery-Giftwith my friends?

A: The mail is a way to send mes-

sages to your friends.You can type

a message on the mail then give it

to a Pokemon to hold. Trade that

Pokemon to a friend to deliver the

message. You can print out mail it

you have the Game Boy Printer.

Q; I heard that not all ofthe Pokemon

Why aren't they there?

A:

^“^C^iutnotfot c^harde.

au »oj
DUDE UNCAU-ED '

FOR? P0«,JENNX

n - u'
t DUDE ]

1, —~—

;

re in Pokemon Stadium
2!

A: You can train it and make it like you by giv-

ing it items, keeping it healthy, using

battle, having it groomed and keeping

it in your party. If it grows to like /

you, the Trainer will give it to you

keep. If it doesn't like you, the

Trainerwill ask for it back.

Q: How do I get my

Pokemon groomed?

A- There are two places to take you, Polmmon for a lirrle pampeu

POKeCENTERl 85



Welcome to Pokemon University! Professor Elm and Professor Oak are

two of the most respected Pokemon authorities in the Pokemon World,

and they’re teaming up to answer all of your Pokemon questions.

How do I ride the S.S. Aqua? What does each Berry do?

Elm here! I have the ticket you'll need to set sail, but I won’t give

it to you until you’ve defeated the Elite Four. Visit me in New
Bark Town once the Four are finished, then go to Olivine City's

dock (directly under the Pokemon Mart) to find the S.S. Aqua.

Once on board the boat, make sure you visit all of the rooms

and locate the missing little girl—if you don't, your boat ride

will never end! If you want to sail again, remember that after

your first trip, the S.S.Aqua sails from Olivine on Mondays and

Fridays and from Vermilion on Wednesdays and Sundays.

The Berries you find around in the trees and receive through Mystery

Gift are very helpful, and they do very different things. Berries restore

to HP. Mint Berries wake sleeping Pokemon. Ice Berries heal bums.

Bitter Berries cure confused Pokemon. Przcureberries cure paralysis.

Psncureberries heal poisoned Pokemon. Gold Berries restore 30 HP.

Burnt Berries thaw frozen Pokemon. Miracle Berries cure any condi-

tion like paralysis or sleep. Mystery Berries restore PP.

HA5WEHITE TentacooC

1 &
VSfcs. SKARMORY

JL. .
««' -'21

0

5 <- l 0

A MIRACLEBERRY rid
SKARMORY

A Miracle Berry can fix all sorts Gold Berries are useful, especial-

of problems. ly to low-level creatures.

The S.S. Aqua is waiting in Talk to everyone on board the

Olivine City's port ship to finish the journey.
How do I get Pikachu to the Treasure Hunt in

Hey You, Pikachu!?

How do I earn the Doduo and Dodrio Game Boys?

In Pokemon Stadium 2, you actually have two Doduo and

Dodrio Game Boys to unlock if you want to play your Pokemon

Games much faster than normal. In Round 1, you can win the

Doduo Game Boy that allows you to play Red, Blue or Yellow at

double speed by finishing either the Gym Leader Castle or all

four Cups. Finish both to win the Dodrio Game Boy, which

allows you to play those three games at four times die normal

speed. You have to do the same things in Round 2 to open the

double speed Doduo Game Boy and the triple-speed Dodrio

Game Boy, which letyou play Gold and Silver much faster than

normal. It's very hard, obviously, to defeat both the Gym Leader

Castle and all four Cups in Round 2. Good Luck!

Enter The Pinata Party from Pikachu's Play Days. Unless you're

really lucky, you’ll need to practice a bit to figure out how to get

Pikachu to move in the right direction. Try saying the names of

the Pokemon in the direction you want Pikachu to move in if

telling it to “go right,” "go left” or "back up" or saying “wrong

way” isn’t working for you. If you can hit bunches of Pinata,

you’ll be allowed to stay overnight on the beach. Before you sleep,

get Pikachu to shock the bothersome Haunter that sneaks over to

scare you and your electric pal. In the morning, a Lapras will

arrive at the edge of the water to take you and Pikachu to a fan-

tastic island with plenty of buried treasure. Coax Pikachu over to

you then get it to open up the treasure chests to see what's inside.

Pikachu will be very happy ifyou find lots of treasure.

Finish Round 1 Castle and Cups to

earn the Dodrio GB for Red, Blue

and Yellow.

Finish the Cups and Castle in Round

2 to earn the Dodrio GB for Gold

and Silver.

Do well playing the Pinata Party to

earn the right to stay overnight at

the campsite.

Finding treasure is extremely fun—
Pikachu will be pleased to hunt

with you.
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14M*
The Colosseum is the place where Pokemon Trainers
gather to show off their Pokemon teams. It’s also a place
to learn more about training and battling Pokemon teams.

Canadian Trainer KJ Batsons thinks charmany old TMs from Bed, Blue and Yellow like Pis-
sore and Ice Bern, are great addition, to Gold and Silver team. You can teach old TMs that I

arent available in Gold and Silver to Pokemon you caught and raised in Gold and Silver. Just trade
'

any of the ortgmal ,5, Pokemon back to Red, Blue orYellow and teach them theTM. You won’t be able
to trade your Pokemon to Red, Blue or Yellow if it knows any of the newmoves horn Gold and Silver.

KJ defies anyone co find a problem with the Mind Reader/Fissure combo.We
certainly don’t have a problem with the terrifying combo, which makes Fis-
sures one-hit KO’s a sure thing on the second turn. That’s downright devas-
tating! Ifyou’re faced with a Trainer like KJ who uses the Mind Reader/Fissure
combo, you can avoid the attack. Try using Protea or Endure (as long as you’re
attacking first) to keep yourself safe from Fissure, or switch to a Flying-type
Pokemon or a Pokemon at a higher level than the Pokemon using Fissure,
both of which will be unaffected by the move. Remember that in Gold and
Silver, Fissure will hit even Pokemon using Dig. A handfhl ofPokemon can
naturally have Mind Reader (Articuno, Poliwag and evolutions and Tyrogue
and evolutions), but only one Pokemon can naturally have Morning Sun—
and that’s Espeon,who learns it at level 52. Morning Sun usually restores half
of Espeon’s HP, but certain situations can alter Morning Sun’s effectiveness.

Were sure KJ knows that if a Pokemon uses Sunny Day, Morning Sun will

restore all of Espeon’s health. If Rain Dance or Sandstorm is in effect,

however, Morning Sun will restore only a quarter of Espeons HP.

7SST
HITMONTOP
/HITMONTOP<

-OCUS BAND
IOVE TACKLE

rapid
d
spin

counter
4°/‘i<

DP SO/2<
STRENGTH

PP 15/1!

Focus Band is a good item to use
in battles because it might help

you hang on for another turn and
chance to attack. You can pick
up a Focus Band in the Fighting

Dojo in Saffron City. If you’d like

another, you’ll have to restart
your game and return to Saffron.

tTEM EXP. SHARE
"IOVE RETURN

psychic’

BITE
Ul

GROWL

,32/38
'j.6/16

’no AO/AO

KJ figures that since Trainers
spend so much time making their

Eevee like them to get them to
evolve into Espeon, they might
as well equip the Pokemon with
Return, which is much more
powerful when the Pokemon
using it likes its Trainer.
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,
. .„ fu, latest and upcoming Pokemon games, cards, TV shows.

Check Hot off the fees to find out whate nmm t

teya tours, events and more right here!

world of Pokemon every month. Learn about the moves,

, r m rirrie t0 rime \ve receive pictures ofsome of their

Pokemon fans are very creative, and from ^^ some really cool stuff, from cos-

amazing arts and crafts.This month, s
, k f cured in a future issue of Nin-

tumes t

§
o figurines. If you'd like

beW.We won't be able to return

Hearn made an adorable Jigglypuft

out of clay.The little pink Pokemon has never

looked better, has it?

Kirsten Kagawa and her

m-andshewasrightlrniildn't find one in the stores. Kirsten tnour

a^r^riack-o'-lantem-ani! she
was rtghtl

Liana arrd Sean BullockrmrkeWl

their mom, Laura, to make a while

lot of Pokbmon out of golf balis.

pipe cleaners and assortedoddsand

ends. Just imagine
how impressed

everyone at their local golf course

must be when they tee oft!

Nintendo fan Andrew Fraticelli turned a

Manic 8-Ball into a Poke Ball for nis pal s

totW Maybe it can predict whos going to

win a Pokemon battle!

For more Pokemon neWs. be sure to check out pokemon.com,

„ stinnc comments and teams to.

Send questions, comments and teams to:

Nintendo Power

P.O. Box 97082

Redmond, WA 98073
pokecenter@nintendo.com
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PlayStation

Pull off cool tricks

•Mels simpmCm* Bosrotoc.

You’ve Never \ \
'

experienced
\ \

'

tail-vhips, and

back flips this \ k
radical.

Grab your Game Boy®
Color and shred your
'K'ay through huge parks,

busy city streets, and eveN a

junkyard. You caN even

upgrade your scooter for belter
1

performance aNd wore radical
tricks. Strap on your helwet: you
are now enteririg the Razor ZoNef



Pitfall Harry rpaumcd an entire

yenre of iide-fcrollerf. Yean

later, the Pitfall leyacy war

tarried onto next-yeneration

coniolei, fealuriny Harry Jr.

Maierco and Pipe Dream

Interactive have revived the slick

Mavan Adventure ai a launch

THE MAYAN Ai/VENTURE

PITFALL IN YOUR PALM

1,* original Mayan*****

©2001 Majesco Sales. Inc.

a thrilling

i
CPU and

:
version is

Hoi Your Daddy i Pilfall

Zippine

Harry has a blast bounc-

ing on bungee cords.

Impressive animation

allows you to watch him

flip, twirl and spin

through the game.

One of the most exciting

features of the game is

when Harry grabs onto a

line and zooms across

the terrain at break-

neck speed.

Bouncing

Puihine/IMne
Harry can show off his

strength by pushing

cars lull of coal and

demonstrate his bal-

ance by riding them like

skateboards.

Sprinyiny
There must be some

hefty spiders in the

region, because Harry

can use their webs as

trampolines and soar

through the air.

When necessary, Harry

can act a bit like

Spider-Man and use a

chain, a vine or even a

snake to swing from

press down on the

Control Pad while

pressing the jump

button to drop to your

stomach. Tap the jump

button again to return to

your feet. PulliBy/tnteriny
In certain areas, pulling on

lever will reveal a secret o

sage. You can also walk th

doors and other openings

advance to other areas.

Suiinging/tlirohing
Now don't get too cocky.

Junior. Basic skills are stiH

essential. Harry will grab onto

vines and ropes automatically.

i
also use his weapons

while climbing.
nintendopower.com
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Mayan Artifacts

Pitfall Harry kept a detailed

weapons and treasures that ca

journal describing the various Junior starts the game armed with a slingshot, but in order t

in be found in the Mayan ruins, survive, he’ll need to uncover other helpful items.

Boomerang

Press L to throw this

weapon. It can deliver a

powerful blow, but must be
recovered after each use.

Sacred Heart

Sling Stoner

These bags can be found all

over the Mayan territory

and contain stones for

Harry's slingshot.

Exploding Stoner

These sacred stones with
magical properties can
destroy most enemies on

contact. They are rare, so i

them only in dire situations.

This spiritual heart was
sent down by a Mayan god
and can restore health to

the one who recovers it.

Ruin Stoner

DeeniitfB&he Ceiba Jlunyle

Golden Idol

Possibly the most valuable

Mayan artifact, this rare

item will grant its lucky

finder another life.

<*
Mayan Chili Pepper

Time is too precious a thing

to waste, especially when
you’re in a rush. Find this

and freeze time.

It may burn going down, but

the increased running and

jumping abilities it grants you

make it well worth the pain.

6©
Treasure Pieces

These ancient stones spell

out the word "Pitfall," but

they are deeply hidden. Try

to uncover them.

Collect as many valuable

treasures as possible.

Every fifty points will earn
you another continue.

Pitfall Harry and his eager son were enjoying a casual outing at warrior spirit.Juniormustnow set offon a rescue mission, start-

kidnapped by the Ceiba Jungle,where sand pits and wild animals await.

Quick Sand Monkey Business Exploding Stoner

Take an immediate left at

the start of the game to

collect a large bag full of

Sling Stones.

One step into the sand

traps will end your life, sc

wait for the pits to close

and then run across.

After the third sand pit, a

somersaulting boar will

come charging toward you,

so be ready to jump.

The monkeys may appear

harmless, but they enjoy

throwing objects. Eliminate

them with your whip.

Track down the blue, glow-

ing, exploding stone at the

top of the jungle canopy,

near the northwest corner.

Back Track for IdolUp, Up and Away

Use the web to reach the

top of the tree, but before

entering the cave, go back
and find an extra life above
the zip line.

The simplest way to defeat

the cheetah is to stand

your ground and pelt him
repeatedly with stones.

Don't bother jumping.

Jump toward a rope and Utilizing the bungee cords

Harry will hang on with one to spring into the sky take:

hand. Based on how you push perfect timing. Wait until

the Control Pad, he will Harry nearly reaches the

either climb up or slide down, top and then jump.

Grab onto the zip line and

fly across, but don’t pull a

George-of-the-Jungle.

Jump off before you crash

into the thick trunk.



:’ve included a handy map of the

to reach the top, but you’ll do so i

2 Grab a Golden Idol

While the jungle tested Harry’s climbing and swinging skills, we

the fells will try his leaping and navigating abilities. Luckily, is t

_ ]
Leapi of Faith

indirect way.

Use the map on the left to

navigate and you won't

have to worry about jump-

4 Wild Ride to Another Idol

The enormous flying bugs

can cause major damage,

and they regenerate in the

same spot over and over.

fjp The third idol can

be tough to find, so

log onto nintendopower.com

lor more details.

Slowly work your way to

the top of the falls.

Persistence and patience

are key on this tricky level.

Touch the hourglass on

ledge #5 and freeze the

bothersome bugs and mon-

keys for a few seconds.

dshowyOuwent from the top ofthe fells to die bottom

nines, just accept that it happened. Prepare

freasurcs Cave Hunting
Lost Valuables

Some ropes are blocked by

the dark walls of the hollow

mine and aren't visible. Jump

around to uncover veiled

climbing apparatuses.

The treacherous caverns

are loaded with forgotten

treasures. Explore the

entire area, both above am

below the tracks.

Press against the coal car

to move it forward. You’ll

need to use the cart as a

stepping stool to reach the

upper tracks.

The first cave beneath the

tracks contains lots of

goodies, including valuable

treasures and another pre-

cious extra life.

Head left and slide down

the rope. You can collect

buried treasures, but you'll

have to deal with many

annoying creatures.

Flip the lever and make your

way back toward the start

of the level to find your way

out of the gloomy aban-

doned mines.

Bust the barrels to create an

immense explosion, but be

sure to do so from a dis-

tance. The blasts will reveal

secret rooms containing

valuable items, including the

first ruin stone.
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Jump onto the protruding

tongues and they will flip

you high into the air. Use
them to bounce toward the

top of the level.

Watch out for those life-

like carvings on the walls-

they are as real as they

seem. Try to destroy them

Be sure to enter all the

passageways you find. One
will lead to a room filled

with treasures and the

second ruin stone.

The skeletons in the Lost
City are tired of resting in

peace. They've decided to

bare arms and battle any

unwanted visitors.

Hit the deck and squirm
through the narrow opening
at the top of the building.

Valuable items will be
waiting for you.

Pottery Smajh Fireproof Walk Gargoylej

Junior is about to get a history lesson on the dangers ofancient the Copan Temple alive—not surprising, since it is loaded with

Mayan temples. Legend has it that nobody has ever come out of evil spirits and lots of fire.

Crack your whip or throw The temple is constantly Don't get too close to any These spirits were follow- Don't get burned by the

stones at the ancient ablaze. It's amazing the grotesque ornamental ers of Chaac, the Mayan floating balls of fire. Too bad
ceramic objects and watch place hasn't burned to the stone figures. They will god of war. They have a there's no water nearby,

them break into pieces. ground! come to life and attack. strong command of flames.

Harrymay feel relieved once he’s left the burning Copan Temple for long. Large tar pits, immense snakes and dart-shootingpods

and entered the luscious rain forest—buthe won’t feel thatway are hidden amongst the thick foliage of the vast woodland.

Tar-zan Springing Stubs Stunned Snakes Coin Collection Stumped

il t m I
,

Do your Tarzan imitation To reach the upper areas of Use large snakes can be

and avoid the gooey tar pits the forest, send yourself used as ropes. Be sure to

by swinging from vines. bouncing into the air by stun the creatures with a

Watch out for the dart- jumping onto tree stumps few cracks of your whip
shooting pods below. and pressing down. before grabbing onto them.

Zipping along vines results To reach the stump late in

in a great adrenaline rush. the level, you’ll need to

In addition, you'll collect a swing from a vine and land

bunch of coins along the behind the tree. Then jump
way. up onto the stump.

Ik Inn Has Only 8e§®
Harry's adventure is far from over. Several challenging lands lie ahead,

including a lagoon filled with hungry crocodiles, another mine with fast,

winding tracks, and a temple packedwith the most evil spirits in the region.

Sounds like fun, right?

Yaxchilan Lagoon Balankanche Mine Tikal Ruins and Temple

After failing to collect the ancient Mayan jewels,

getting nabbed by the evil spirit-warrior Zakelua,

and forcingJunior to attempt a deadly rescue mis-

sion, it's safe to say that Pitfall Harry’s return to

exploration hasn't gone as planned. But with his

daring son on the job, don’t be surprised if he

makes it out alive. For the time being, this

portable Pitfall escapade will keep Harry’s fans

well entertained. ®
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Although the ancient Mayan Empire has been decaying for

centuries, it still has plenty of inhabitants, such as pesky rats

Tip oF the Tongue IF Walk Could Talk More Secret?

and dueling skeletons. You will constantly be under attack,

stay alert and make use ofall yourweapons.

Battling Bone? Get Down and Dirty



PoKenicn* Sweatshirt
Ash-colored, long sleeve 80/20

sweatshirt features the Pokemo

the front Adult sizes SM-MD-LG

Adult Sweatshirt !tem#30p052

WAS $12 NOW $8.99

Youth Sweatshirt 1tem#300053

WAS $10 NOW $7.49

Card Holders

20 individual card slots. Various chaietfc^

or the front (Trading cards not l^lu-ed.)

i033 WASS5 NOW $2 49

3000*8 •
WAS SS NOW $2.49

i 3000*9 WAS S5 NOW S 2.49

Sso WAS SS NOW $2.49

'I .teme 30008/ WAS SS NOWS 2.49

30C088 WAS SS NOW S 2.49

op hem#300104 WAS $28 NOW $12.99

'f' WAS $14 NOW $ 6.99

Flash watch

PoKew°n
°

Collectible Pins

Set of 4 pins with butterfly clasp

backs. Approx, size is 3/4”.

Packaged in clear display box.

Stick them anywhere!

Set of 4 (Pikachu™.

Meowth™, Snorlax™

and a Poke Ball' 1").

ltem#300057
WAS $5 NOW $2.99^



All products are available while supplies
last. Phone orders only.

Don't delay, order today! To place a
Credit Card order, please call Toll-Free

1-800-882-0053, 7am-6pm,
Monday-Friday, PST.

We accept Visa or MasterCard.

PcKemon 0 Dog Tags
Gotta catch 'em all!™

Set #2: (top) Pikachu™. Poliwrath™. Meowth™, Gehgar™.and
Snorlax™. |tem#300032 WAS $5 NOW $3.99
Set ttl: (bottom) Blastoise™, Beedrill™, Pidgeot™, Charizard™
and Venasaur™. Item# 300q3lt...„, WAS $5 NOW $3.99
Set One Plus Set Two: ltem#300058 ..WAS S3 NOW $6.99

PcKemon" Wristwj

PcKemon" UV-Sensitive T-Shirt
[Step outside in the sunshine and watch this

ELOO% cotton shirt magically burst with color.

[Youth sizes YSM-YMD-YLG-YXL.

ltcrn#3t|^T
WAS $14 NOW $5.99

TONTENDO,

To Order bi^ Phone: 1.800.882.0053
PcKemon' Character Mats
Black, low-profile cap with back adjustable strap and
metal buckle clasp. Character Is embroidered on
front and the Pokemon logo is embroidered on back.
Adult sized.

Marill™ ltem#300123
WAS $22 NOW $8.99

Charizard™ ltem#300055
WAS $22 NOW $8.99

PcKemon"
BlacK T-Shirts
Series One: Pikachu™,

Blastoise™. Venusaur™ and
Charizard™ are screened on

the front of this 100% cotton

shirt, Pokemon logo embroi-

dered on front.

Adult sizes SM & LG only.

ltem#30C)054

WAS $15 NOW $6.99

Series Two: Just like the
Series One shirt, but with

Lugia™, Marill"''. Ledyba™
and Hoot-hoot"-’.

Adult sizes SM-MD-LG-XL.

Item#300122
WAS $15 NOW $ 6.99

PcKemon"
Zip-Binder
Trans-blue 3-ring binder

pjiolds lots of school sup-

plies. Screen-printed with

- your favorite characters.

Item#300078
WAS $8 NOW $3.99
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Collectible Character Set
You'll want to collect all of these soft

and lovable plush characters. Each
character measures about 5".

For ages 3 and up. Sold as a set only.

Set of 8 ltem#105300
WAS $36 NOW $21.99

Supplies Last!

To Order bu phone 1.800.882.0053
All of the items in this catalog have appeared in previous

catalogs, but the prices are all-new!

• TO ORDER BY PHONE
To place a Credit Card order, please call 1.800.882.0053.
Call Monday thru Friday, 7am - 6pm (PST).

FOR QUESTIONS ABOUT OTHER NINTENDO
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES,
PLEASE CALL 1.800.2S5.3700.

f\

• NO MAIL ORDERS FOR THIS CATALOG
Shipping and Handling not Included in pricing. Call fo

• CANADIAN ORDERS
Recipients are responsible for Car
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DigijPew
Institute of Technology

pjgipen institute of Technology is o higher educatio n institution that

offers a Bachelor of science Decree in Real rime interactive simulation

and an Associate Decree of Applied Arts in 3D computer Animation,

uicripen is offering these degree programs in cooperation with Nintendo of

America.

DigiPen

offers the



High School Student SUMMER WORKSHOPS:

License to Play
5001 - 150th AVE. NE

uedmond, wa 98052

Tel: 425 558 0299
fan: 425 558 0378

>- For further information, visit our Website: www.digipen.edu

Application: We are currently accepting applications for the

summer workshops and for the full-time degree programs. You can

either download an application from www.digipen.edu or request an

application by contacting us at (425) 558-0299 or write us at: 5001 -

150th Ave. NE, Redmond, WA 98052, or E-mail your questions to

workshops@digipen.edu

Workshop I - Video Game Programming Workshops

Students will learn the basic components, structures and properties of making a video

game during this 2-week workshop. The students Will learn how to create graphic and

sound data, as well as how to write simple C++ code, which will be used to create and

assemble each student's final project: a playable video game.

workshop 2 - 3D Computer Animation Workshops

3D Computer Animation and special effects are used in most computer/video games

and Hollywood movies nowadays. This 2-week workshop is designed to give high

school students an introduction to the concepts and the process of creating a 3D
computer animation. Each student will create his/her own 3D Animation

Session Two
July 2, 2001

Session Five

Aug. 13, 2001

Session Three

July 16, 2001

Session One
June 18, 2001

Session Four

July 30, 2001
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THE WOftM PAS THftNED
Earthworm Jim takes center stage as an

updated version of the Super NES classic

arrives for your GBA. You guide Jim, a worm

granted super powers by a high-tech space

suit, across nine of the oddest worlds ever cre-

ated while batding enemies, such as Major

Mucus and Queen Slug for a Butt. Will Jim

defeat Psy-Crow? Can he save

Princess-What's-Her-Name? And

where did that launched cow go,

anyway? Ifyou like your games fast,

fun and freaky, Earthworm Jim is

sure to become your newest hero.

nintendopower.com



STAND mtn, woftrtl
Never underestimate a nightcrawler, especially if he owns a turbo-

charged space suit. Jim’s weapons and talents include a powerful
Plasma Blaster gun, a spring-loaded leap and the ability to use his

body as a whip.

Itemized

You'll find helpful items, such as Atomic
Energy and Mega Plasma, littered throughout
the game-but many are hidden far off tne
beaten path. Item quantity will vary depend-
ing on which of the three difficulty settings
you choose.

Hanging by a Head
Next time someone tells you to grow a back-
bone, remind them that Jim never needed one.

His spinal shortcomings let him hang from wires
and other objects by his head. You can also use
his noggin like a helicopter to slow falls and aid

with precision landings.

Whip it Good
Use Jim's body as a whip by pressing either
the L or R Button. Since you have limited
Plasma Gun ammunition, the whip is useful for

taking ou
j

slower enemies. You can also use it

moose heads.

SNAP INTO ACTION
Use the first level to get used to the game play, especiallyhow to

control your whip and the nuances of your jumping ability.

Note thatJim can grab onto ledges and pull himselfup and also

climb certain surfaces.

New Junk City

Though the levels are fairly linear, you'll often
have to perform an action that affects the
story somewhere down the road. In the first

level, New Junk City, you must shoot a refrig-

erator so it falls onto a springboard and
launches acow into space.

The Monster Mash
Enemies will usually attack in groups, so you'll

need to determine which bad guy is the most
dangerous and attack that one first. Use your
patented whip attack on slow-moving baddies,

but finish off the speedy ones first with a
plasma blast or two.

Spare Parts

Your first boss battle pits you against Spare
Parts, a sticky conglomeration of old tires and
garbage cans. Use your blaster and pay attention

to its foot-garbage will fall on you every other
time it stamps the ground. Jump over it when it

charges, and keep firing while it turns around.

Up Chuck
The second boss is a frog-belching fellow

named Chuck. Use the blaster to shoot boxes
off a ledge so that they hit a spring and
rebound into Chuck. Once he begins to move,
you must time your box launches carefully.

Stand under him to avoid the frogs.

Andy Asteroids

After each level, you’ll engage in a race against

the nefarious Psy-Crow. Pick up Asteroid
Shields to protect yourself from meteors.

Shields are activated with the L and R buttons.

If you lose the race, you must fight and defeat

Psy-Crow before advancing further.

Warp Speed, Jim
As you travel through space, try to grab the
red and blue Atomic Accelerator Bubbles,

which will rocket you forward at a tremendous
rate of speed. You are invincible while acceler-
ated, so use the time to pick up items and run

Psy-Crow off-course.

Eating Crow
When fighting Psy-Crow, stand in the middle
of the screen and use the blaster to stun him,
then hit him with your whip. You must whip him
seven times to defeat him. The black bird is a
tough cookie, so try to avoid the battle by win-
ning the Andy Asteroids stages.

Go to Heck
The second level, What the Heck?, is a mish-
mashed maze of lava rocks and dead ends. If

you are going in circles, jump and look for a high
platform or wire to grab. Watch out for float-

ing enemies that blend into the background.

To ritie t,le flreen
i
ewels ,(llln(l in What the

" in:: M ’ .!-ul koop
They spin as they move upward, so i( you don't

keep moving they will throw you ol f. When
you encounter a spiked gate, whip the nearby
gearworks to open it, then hurry through
before it closes.

To Be Continued

You begin with five continues
and five lives, and gain extra

lives by collecting icons of

Jim’s head. If you use a con-

tinue, you'll restart at your
last mid-level save location.

To operate a save location,

touch the word "continue"

when you see it.
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©2001 Konami All Rights Reserved.

Racing fans the world over can rejoice as Kon-

ami throws its newest GBA title into the kart

racing ring. Though it has a large variety of

racing modes and options, what really sets

Konami Krazy Racers apart are the drivers

themselves. Eight characters from Konami

games of yore make appearances, including

Castlevania's Dracula, Legend of the Mystical

Ninja's Goemon and the Ninja

from the Metal Gear series.A deep

multiplayer mode and the very

enjoyable Mini-Battle games

Chicken and Bomb Chaser round

out the Pak.

Of WNDEft
Before you start tearing up the track, take a quick tour and see

what Konami Krazy Racers has to offer. Check out the Rumor

Board to see tips, hints and trivia about the game and its char-

acters; head for the Licensing Center to take a test drive; buy

items at the Store or jump right into the Grand Prix Circuit.

Options Galore

The Main Menu is shown to the left, and you'll

find plenty there to keep you occupied. You can

also save your game on the Main Menu. All

information is saved directly to the Game Pak,

which means you won’t have to bother writing

down a password.

Who to Choose?

Each participant is rated in three categories:

Top Speed, Acceleration and Grip. Goemon and

Pastel are the most well-rounded drivers and

good for beginners. Kart racing pros should

check out the speed and power of Moai.

Dracula, the Ninja and Nyami.

Pick a Path

There are 16 different tracks to chose from,

but only 12 are unlocked at the beginning of the

game. You can choose your track if you play in

Time Attack. Free Race or Vs. Modes, but not

if you enter the Grand Prix Championship.

&0AD lIbM
Driving pell-mell for the checkered flag is only half the chal-

lenge. You must find and master various weapons and power-

ups for maximum success. There are over to different items in

the game, and they're all activated by pressing the L Button.

Blue By You

Blue Missiles move in a straight line, and they

fire three times in succession. Other nasty

weapons include the Scooper Drill, the Electric

Battery and the Pig, which transforms all your

opponents into chubby, squealing porkers.

Bag a Bell

Items appear on the track as Red and Blue

Bells. Red Bells become a different weapon

each time you pick one up. but Blue Bells are

always Engine Turbo Boosters. Keep an eye

out for coins, which you can use to buy items

in the Shop.

Rocket Man
The Engine Turbo Boosters are very powerful,

but the effects are short-lived. If you snag

one, you'll want to save it for a straightaway.

Using an Engine Turbo Booster while zipping

through curves is a sure-fire way to end up as

road pizza.

Drivers’ Ed

Once you complete a Grand Prix stage, you must take a licensing

test before advancing to the next round. There are three such tests

in all, and they consist of challenges, such as completing a race in a

set period of time or winning first place in a special contest.
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Time ATTACH MODE
Practice beating track records in Time Attack Mode. Since you
can drive around the course without any other racers, it’s a
greatway to try out a new driver.

Tick Tick Tick

The clock is ticking, but don't panic. No other
racers are around to witness your finishing
time. Note that you won't find any bells in

Time Attack Mode either-all the better to
practice in.

ft&EE HUN MODE
Free Run Mode works much like Time Attack Mode, except that

there are other racers and power-ups on the course. If you're

having trouble with a certain track, Free Run Mode is the place

to work out the kinks.

The Main Course
You can choose only 12 of the 16 courses in

Free Run and Time Attack Modes. To practice
on the remaining four tracks, you must
advance to the Krazy Grand Prix Cup.

miNi-RATTLE MODE
Take time out from your busy racing schedule to play a few
relaxing rounds of Chicken or Bomb Chaser. The Mini-Battles

are much more enjoyable with a second player.

Decisions, Decisions
Bomb Chaser is modeled after tag, but instead
of simply touching the next player, you pass
off a bomb that's ready to explode. In Chicken,
players race across a 400-meter track and try
to stop as close to the finish line as possible.

Bomb Chaser

You'll want a character with good Acceleration and Grip, so go for either
Goemon or Pastel. Watch that you don’t run out of gasoline.

Chicken

move automatically, so all you need to worry about is braking,
i can only use the brakes once.

ve.mm
Two players can participate in Konami Krazy Racers—you’ll

need a Game Link Cable, two GBAs and two Paks. As in most
kart racers, multiplayer is the best aspect of the game.

Two on a Match
To participate in a race against your friend only,

select Match Race as your option. If you want
computer-controlled opponents, you'll need to

choose Vs. Free Run Mode.

Battle On
For a true test of skill and will, challenge your

buddy to a no-holds-barred battle mode
extravaganza. The rules remain the same, but

you'll have to concentrate on a flesh and blood

ariverwho can hold a grudge.

Running Free

ftps
You'll experience all the thrills and chills of
Free Run Mode, but with another player near-
by to increase the challenge factor. Don’t
focus on collecting items so much that you
lose track of the course!

Check the Rumor Board often for tips, tricks and gossip about the
game. Each time a new message appears, the word "new" will

flash next to the Rumor Board icon in the Main Menu. The Rumor
Board will also tell you how to advance to the next Grand Prix level.
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STiNG liAE A «U
No one combines hard-hitting sports action

with over-the-top arcade touches like Midway,

the creators of such titles as NFL Blitz and

Rush 2049. Midway’s latest offering is Ready

2 Rumble Boxing: Round 2, an entertaining

romp around the ring. Featuring a number of

play modes, including Arcade, Championship

and Survival: zany characters, such

as Afro Thunder; and the vocal tal-

ents of Michael Buffer, Ready 2

Rumble is a must-have for any

gamer who wants some portable

pugilists to call his own.

THE ON GflA

pick Championship Mode. Championship Mode ,. no one-two

punch, however—you'll need to train your hotter ,f you hope to

become the king of the ring.

Pick a Puncher

Your first step is to select a fighter. Every

boxer starts out with equal Strength, Speed

and Stamina ratings, but they all have aunique

7 . I .u.7* uonmiic! master. Ynu can

111
JOHNNY BLOOD
6'2" 231 LBS

Stick and Move

Your basic attack arsenal includes left- and

right-handed jabs, low blows and uppercuts.

When on the defensive, you can duck, block

high or low or evade. In addition, each boxer has

three combo moves that will unleash a fast

flurry of fists.

Training on the Rumble Pads will improve your

fighter's Speed. The pads open up one by on-

to hit them. As you move up in rank, th

begin to open at a faster pace, Pad drills are an

easyway to beef up a boxer.

B-E A-G-G-R-E-S-S-l-V-E

npa| nllt riamaqe by spelling R-U-M-B-L-E dur-

ing a match. You'll earn letters by landing solid

sssffitta&sssr’

Speed Bag Bopping

A round with the Speed Bag will increase

both your Strength and Speed ratings. The

secret is to establish a steady rhythm, using

straight punches and hooks in a lef t-right pat

tern. Knock the bag against the ceiling for

ons A’Plenty

lpionship Mode lets you train aboxer.as

as participate in Title or Prize Fights. Title

wins willmove you up in the rankings,

a Prize Fights are just for cash. You II earn

00 for a Prize Fight win,
but you can lay

on the outcome, as well.

Weight Lifting

Pump iron to beef up. Alternate pressing and

holding theA and B Buttons to lift weights.

You want the dumbbell indicator to stop in the

middle of the green bars on either side of the

screen, so release it when you are almost to

the top of the blue bar.
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90DGE GAIL POfc ALL
Known as the sport of crazed gym teach-

ers and playground bullies, dodge ball is

now open to all thanks to Atlus’s Super

Dodge Ball Advance. The game is set in a

future where dodge ball is the worlds

most popular sport. You control a hungry

rookie team, but to claim the champi-

onship you must beat teams

from nine countries and four

superstar dream teams. All this

combined with one of the best

multiplayer modes of the GBA’s

rookie season results in a game

for the ages.

-

dodge this
Winning requires more than strong arms and good aim

—

there’s a hefty element of strategy involved. You must decide

which team members to use, where to place them and how to

use them most effectivelyon the court. Some teams are big and

slow, while others are speedy but frail. Experiment to discover

which style you like best.

Taking a Team
Pick a team from one of ten countries, includ-

ing Japan, Canada, Korea and the USA In

addition to having players with unique stats

and Super Throws, every team has it own
home court, which has a different background

and musical theme.

Switcheroo

You can set a team in many formations. The
default puts two players toward the court's

front and two toward the rear, but putting

three toward the rear is also a good strategy.

You can tinker with court surfaces, difficulty

settings and offensive strategies.

Duck, Catch and Throw

To duck, press theA Button just before the ball hits your player. To catch the

ball, press the B Button. Opponents often stray over the center line after

making a throw. If you get the ball while they are still on your side, unleash a

quick throw to make them eat rubber.

Know Your Role

Each of your teammates is rated in 10 individual

categories. Players with high Stamina make
good infielders, while those with powerful
Super Throws are excellent outfielders. You'll

need to spend time examining team member s

attributes before facing other teams.

Satellite of Love

Super Throws are the heart and soul of Super
Dodge Ball Advance. The titanic tosses cause
mulptiple balls to richochet around the screen

and mammoth meteor shots to drop from
space. Each player has his or her own
specialty throw.

Dash and Bash
The most important move is the Dash Jump.

Double-tap the Control Pad to run, then press

the A and B Buttons simultaneously to jump.

Once in the air, press B again to perform a

Super Throw. Press A and B at the jump's apex

to pull off a Super Flip.
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American audiences might not know Fire Pro

Wrestling, but in Japan the games have no

equal. Widely considered the cream of the

wrestling crop, the series boasts over 23 titles

on different systems. And while it doesn't

include familiar characters like The Rock or

Hulk Hogan, the depth of

gering. Six different modes

dozens of selectable rules, an

exhaustive create-a-player mode

and over 150 grapplers make

Spikes Fire Pro Wrestling one of

the biggest GBA games available.

s stag-

ON WE MAT
It's easy to become overwhelmed by Fire Pro Wrestling's mam-

moth slew of options. Start out with an Exhibition Match to

learn the ropes, then check out the other modes once you’re

comfortable with the controls, which take a bit of practice.

Modus Operandi

There are six modes of play: Exhibition,

Tournament, League, Elimination, Survival and

Audience. League play lets you choose up to

64 wrestlers for your team, while Audience

makes you gain the crowd's approval before

recording a victory.

Twist and Shout

The animation is incredibly life-like, and charac-

ters perform moves with surprising grace. The

A Button is your standard attack, the B Button

is a stronger attack and A and B together

unleash a powerful special move, like spitting

green ooze across the ring.

Elimination Mode
Elimination mode is a five on five battle royale

that uses either a premade or customized

team. You can play three different styles:

Tournament, where winning wrestlers

advance until only one team is left; League,

where wrestlers fight in order of appearance;

or Random.

Camera Contortions

The camera angle takes a bit of getting used

to, but after a few matches it becomes sec-

ond nature. Your fighter can climb turnbuckles,

bounce off the ropes or even leave the ring

during the course of a match.

Points for Style

To win an Audience Match, you must fight your

opponent with a single fighting style. There

are 23 offensive and 13 defensive styles avail-

able when creating a wrestler, not to mention

a number of special skills, but you choose from

only seven in an Audience Match.

The Bigger Dance
Tournaments contain up to 16 different

brawlers. Once in a tournament, be it solo or

tag team, you can customize it to your heart's

content. You can vary the length of the match,

where it takes place, who referees the con-

test and what music you'll hear as you brawl.

A League of Their Own

information is saved directly to the game no

passwords are required.
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future, Earth has been

invaded by a malevolent alien force

known only as the Iridion. As the pilot of

an experimental intergalactic SHN-
Fighter, you are humanity's last chance to

eliminate the Iridion scourge once and for

all. Soar through seven of the most beau-

tiful stages you’ve ever seen in a

game while battling wave after

wave of alien lifeforms, space-

craft and bosses in a quest to

save the world from extinction.

SPEED DEMONS
Iridion 3-D is not for those who like their games to unfold at a

leisurely pace—the action is fast and furious from the word go.

You'll need all ofyour dexterity and cunning just to survive.

Blaster Master
Your craft has four types of lasers-red, green,

purple and gold-and you mustpower up with
the same color or begin anew. If you get three
red power-ups, you'll fire three red lasers, but
if you then get a green power-up, you'll revert

to the weakest green laser.

Item Identification

Though you'll spend a good portion of your
time dodaina enemy fire, give your foes some-
thing to think about by collecting weapon
upgrades. Some of the powerful blasters will

cause decent damage, but don’t expect mas-
sive artillery in the vein of R-Type.

Expended Energy

It’s impossible to avoid damage, so energy-
restoring power-ups are of vital importance.

Look for the shimmering multi-colored icons

near the end of stages or after a particularly

tough round of fighting. Collecting items will

also increase your total score.

PiGPT iN MIGHT
A Watery Grave

Beware of the floating mines in the second
stage. They will explode as you fly over
them, shooting a huge geyser of water high

into the air. Hug the ocean surface and fly to

the left or right of the mines to avoid damag-
ing your craft.

The seven different worlds of Iridion 3-D feature lush back-

grounds and are rendered in incredible detail. You'll get a pass-

word after finishing a stage, and entering it will start you at the

beginning of the next stage with as many lives as you had.

Shields Up
Shiny green shields block your progress in the

first stage. To eliminate the barriers, shoot the

four generator devices. There is one device on

each side of the shield, so you will need to hug

the walls and work quickly.

Tilting at Windmills

Near the end of Stage One, you’ll encounter a

large, spinning propeller. You'll need to use

careful timing to fly through a gap in the

blades. It’s passible to destroy it by shooting

at the center hub, but you must be accurate

and more than a little lucky.

The Refusor Boss
The Stage One boss is a spin-

ning whirligig called the
Refusor. Wait for its middle

section to open up, then blast

it. You'll need to move as soon
as the middle closes to avoid

being hit by laser fire. It takes
about 30 hits to send the

Refusor to the trash heap.
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mOTOft MAONESS
One of the most popular racing series ever to

hit the video game world comes to the palm of

your hand with the release of Kemco’s Top

Gear GT Championship for the GBA. Stick-

lers for realism, the designers ofTop Gear GT

Championship have included 6 tracks

straight from the All Japan Grand Touring Car

circuit, as well as 22 automobiles

based on actual entrants. They also

included three modes of play, the

ability to change every aspect of

your car's performance and a great

track editor.

STAHT SOUU ENCiMES
To jump right into the action, chose the Quick Race option at

the Main Select menu. Once in Quick Race Mode, you can

drive a single course, race against a friend (or three) or design

the twists and turns ofyour very own track.

Take a Track

You have six different tracks on which to race,

as well as the option to build yourown dream

course. Your building options are limited at

first, but different track pieces are unlockable

in Championship Mode.

Choose a Car

You can pick from only six cars initially, but

more are unlockable in Championship Mode.

Pay special attention to the car's Max Power,

Max Torque and Weight Ratings. You'll want an

auto with lots of power and torque, but if its

too heavy, the car will bog down in the turns.

Grab Your G

modify your car's parts, r

ting, and it works well w— jit setting, and it

, . 3 getting used to the game. Once you re

confident, experiment with different combina-

tions of equipment to see what works best for

particular courses and weather settings.

te a champion
Championship Mode is where the true racing fiends are separated

from Sunday drivers.You can race for up to 10 years with a single

driver, and you mustwin first place in the highest GT 500 class to

defeat the game. Points earned are tracked through the seasons.

Need for Speed

Look for the warning arrows that appear above

your car during the race. Light green arrows

show a slow, gradual curve, yellow arrows rep-

resent a medium curve and red arrows signify a

wickedly sharp turn just ahead.

Test Your Might

Before starting a race, you must prove you

belong on the course. Your qualifying time is

used to determine your starting position, so a

fast time is critical. You can also take a free run

of the course before attempting to qualify tor

the race.

Winner Takes All

If you win the race, you'll get a fine-looking

gold cup as well as a bunch of points. You need

to earn plenty of points to advance to the next

season and unlock goodies, so finishing in the

top three is always your goal.

; to Go

lualifying times are listed alongside the

racers'-giving you a good idea of how

practice you need. Don't worry if you

in the back of the pack. You can use a
_

jhtaway to pass other drivers, but don t

lem or you'll lose momentum.

The Next Level

You'll need to save your data after each suc-

cessful race. You can also race with up to

three other players-you'll need a copy of the

game for each participant and enough Game

Link Cables to hook everyone together.
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SWING iNTO ACTION
Crawl, punch and swing your way to the top in the

newest superhero rumble Spiderman 2:The Sinister

Six for your Game Boy Color. As Spidey, you are

called upon to save a kidnapped Aunt May from the

many-tentacled clutches of Doctor Octopus. All of

Spider-Man's powers are yours to use, including the

ability to cling to walls, super strength, super speed,

web-slinging and more. Spider-Man 2 contains

game play that’s nearly identical to its N64
cousin, with superb graphics and sound

rounding out an impressive new title.

8(Jf>,P THE WEB
You’ll need more chan courage to survive your quest, as Doctor

Octopus,The Vulture,The Scorpion and more will do their best

to stop you cold. Luckily, Spider-Man 2 has three difficulty set-

tings, so beginners and experts alike will feel right at home.

All Tied Up

To fire a clingy ball of webbing, press B and

then A. You have a limited amount of the sticky

stuff, but you can earn extra web fluid by col-

lecting icons scattered throughout the levels.

The amount of extra fluid depends on your dif-

ficulty setting.

Swing, Swing, Swing

Soar through the skies like a radioactive Tarzan

with theWeb Swing. To fly on a web, jump in

the air then press the A Button twice, holding

it the second time. You can use the Web Swing

any time you're off the ground, even if you

don’t see a surface to attach to.

Duck and Run

He’s not called the "web crawler” for nothing. To

make Spidey slink on his belly, press Down on the

Control Pad. You can still attack from this position,

which makes it a great way to take out gun-wield-

ing baddies, but you can't fire any webs.

Thump a Chump V.—v.~-

henchmen to impede your progress, but most of
|

- jfe them are a little slow on the uptake. Use your wall |

clinging talents to sneak up on unsuspecting bad-

santaBB
dies. To review the current mission, press the

Select Button.
§bLH

3* Sewer Rats

3§|j Always explore every inch of a level-the areas

— are fairly big, and you II need to collect all the Web
Fluid, Spidey Lives and Health Blasts that you can.

You can also find hidden tunnels by climbing up

walls or running into seemingly solid barriers.

A Window Watcher

Look out for open windows, as enemies will often

pop out of them and attack. Some levels require

you to collect items, such as keys. If you aet

stuck, attack enemies both above and below you.

One of them will usually have the item you need.

Secure the Armor

Sometimes you'll find a surprise hidden in a level.

The silver Spidey Armor will make you invincible

for a short period of time, and also increase the

amount of damage you deal out. Look for it in out-

of-the-way places like ledges and tunnels.
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TIME OUT OP OtiND

Hands of Time, the latest offering from Titus, is one

of the more unusual GBC games in recent memory.

Propelled along by a bizarre plotline involving ame

travel, purple tentacles and lots and lots of white-

clad scientists, the game blends shoot-em-up action,

item collection and puzzle solving. Though Hands o

Time has ,« problems. like * maddeningly slow

normal walking speed and an.almost unreadable

font, the puzzles are clever and the title is

worth a look for players who enjoy atypical

gaming experiences.

Search for Stuff

Important items are sc...-

throughout the levels, and you ll

usually need to open one area to

retrieve an item that allows you to

enter the next area. To move faster,

double-tap the Control Pad.

Mission: Ambiguous

You won't get help from HQ when
it

comes to figuring out your missionPay

attention to any information that sol

diers or peasants hand out, and make

sure that you explore every nook and

cranny. Press Select to bring up a map.

©2001 Disney All Rights Reserved

ATLANTIS ARISEN
,ed on the animated Disney movie of the same

me THQs Atlantis: The Lost Empire is a fun trek

•ough the deep blue sea. Though it's not the most

enuous of challenges for experienced gamers, its

laree levels and wide variety of game play should

ep almost every player coming back for more,

ritch between five characters-each with a dist.n

re array of talents-drive submarines, fly hot-air

Jloons and more as you search for the

ost precious treasure of all time, the lost

vilization of Atlantis.

progress whenever you find a radio.

You Got Skillz

Fach character has a special skill that you

must use somewhere in the level. For exam

Jle, Audrey Ramirez
can build andrepair com

plex machinery, such as helicopters.

Bombs Away

To use a character's skill, simply press Up on

the Control Pad once you re within range of

the target. Vinny Santorini, pictured above, is

a master of demolitions.

nintendopower.com
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The companion adventure to Oracle ofSeasons, Ora-

cle of Ages spans 400 years instead of its partner

Pak's four seasons. While both games are interactive

(by using a password you earn in one game, you can

unlockloads ofminigames, items, crossoverstory ele-

ments and a ridiculously difficult bonus dungeon in

the other game), the two adventures are very separate

experiences. Oracle ofAges trumps the othergame in

the puzzle department, boasting more and trickier

stumpers. You'll rely on your wits more than your

sword in the eight crafty dungeons, though you’ll do

a fair amount of fighting, too.

As far as looks and sound go, Oracle ofAges is on

par with Link’s Awakening, while its design is far

more complex. Link must travel

between the present and past, and the landscape

varies between the two ages. By manipulating the

lay of the land with your time-traveling powers,

you’ll be able to warp past dead-ends by finding

access roads in another time. Through convoluted

navigation, you'll be able to reach the game’s many
tricky destinations, and all of the adventure's devi-

ous layouts make Oracle ofAges a Zelda game that

no adventure fan should be without.

COMMENTS: Chris—I have to consider this

game to be one ofthe best ever for Game Boy Color.

Its depth and complexity will not soon be rivaled.

Jason—More fun, difficult and satisfying

338 than Oracle ofSeasons, which says a lot con-

1388 sidering Oracle of Seasons is a worthwhile,

BbM five-star game in its own right. Drew

—

gsggl Accomplishing everything in both games will

be grueling (but you’ll have fun doing it).

jSjSgjS Andy

—

Nothing humbles a player like a

§>§ Zelda game. I had to use the Players Guide



What he lacks in limbs he makes up for in fun.
I
Ubi Softs original, million-selling Rayman resur- but it's wildly fun and surely on.
faces on GBA in a drop-dead, 6o-level scunner that’s of the more difficult and challenging platformers

,

impressive display ofthe GBAs power. Every pixel to come out in a while.The game plays as well as it
n every lavishly Ulustrated scene seems to sparkle looks, so cake a peek at the jaw-dropping screen

shots below for a glimpse into justhow much fun
with artistic electricity, and the lush, surreal graphic.

are only a small part ofwhat makes Rayman a game Rayman can be.

worth getting. Beyond the surface—which is truly

superb—Rayman Advance features lightning-fast COMMENTS: Jill—Who needs arms and legs to ]acnon and tricky layouts that require fine-tuned have a good time? Cute, great graphics and some I
reflexes.The excellent play control makes manipulat- original obstacles make this game fun. Drew—It's I
ing Rayman a breeze, whether you're hovering with almost exactly the same as the original—an amaz- |
his helicopter hair to escape rising flood water, pilot- ing accomplishment for a handheld game. It may be
ing a giant mosquito through a gaundet of enemies the best looking of the GBA launch tides, plus it's a
or careening like a roller-coaster down a series of blast to play. George—A very beautifiil g^me with a
ramps. It may not be a wildly original side-scroller, lot ofcolor, big characters and smooth animation. It I

I looks like a cartoon. Since all of |
I the art elements compete for yot

|
attention, it’s sometimes difficult 1

O tell what is in the background I

I andwhatyou can actually interact I

I with. Jenni

—

This is about as |

I good as platform games get c

* GBA—at least so for.

F-ZERO MAXIMUM VELOCITY

The future of racing goes to the

The original F-ZERO for the Super NES was all about

speed, and the GBA version of the white-knuckle

racer doesn't quite match the Mach of the original,

but it still pulls down some serious g’s. F-ZERO
Maximum Velocity's 21 all-new tracks will have you

swerving around hairpin turns, flying off jumps and
veering around road hazards. Of all the GBA racing

games reviewed this month, Maximum Velocity stays

ahead ofthe pack by being the fastest and most chal-

lenging exhibition of speed. The game rolls out

smoothly and sports right handling, and its CPU rac-

ers posesome pretty stiffand vicious competition. Or
you could race against your friends using the cool

four-playerGame Link feature. Eitherway, thegame is

a rush and a definite must for racing fans.

max.

COMMENTS:
George

—

F-ZERO Maximum Velocity perfecdy I

translates thegame play ofthe Super NES classic to

theGameBoyAdvance,taking advantage ofthe sys-

tem’s processing speed to display updated graphics

at incredible speed. It’s got the whole package

—

responsive control, lots of track elements, like jump I

plates and ice, and very smooth action. Jenni

—

It's a

good-looking little racing game with decent controls, I

but the music is a littJe future-goofball and the cars I

don’t seem very different from each other. Alan— I

Racing fans will love it, though the sense of extreme,
|

mind-bending speed that made die Super NES w
sion so amazing doesn’t quite translate to the GBA. I

Drew

—

Maximum Velocity is good enough to be a
sidered the definitive version of F- 1
ZERO. Chris— It’s too bad it's tc

much like the original, but even ]

ZERO X showed that theres not a I

lot to build on to this game. Also, I

once die drivingconcepts are nailed 1

down, the game gets pretty easy.

NOW PLAYING
|
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PINOBEE: WINGS OF ADVENTURE

all that you can bee.

Believe the good buzz on this bee. Pinobee retools

the story of Pinocchio, with the lead role going to a

robotic bee who dreams of finding a heart so he can

become a real insect.The game’s heart is its platform-

style action, but Activision has cleverly presented the

setup in a refreshing, new way—instead of stair-

stepping your way up tiers of floors, much of your

side-scrolling journey takes place in the air. Pinobee

has limited flying ability, so he can dash horizontally

or vertically in space for only a few short stretches at

a time. While not wasting your wings' scarce Dash

power, you must figure out how to zigzag through

die sky efficiendy so you can fly to secluded areas

where you’ll find dozens of power-ups that can

improve your abilities.

a

Far from a generic platformer,

Pinobee soars with new takes on the side-scrolling

genre, including the addition of collectibles that

actually mean something—such as the elusive

Golden Bug that you can defeat to make the ene-

mies in the following level a tad bit easier to batde.

Pinobee’s diary entries, which cap each level, are also

inspired flourishes, progressing the story nicely

while also adding plenty of charm to the game.

Topped off with snappy music, crisp sound, radiant

graphics and levels that demand second visits once

you’re able to fly to new heights, Pinobee is a plat-

former that reaches for the sky and delivers. It’s one

fun side-scroller that’s as sweet as honey.

!
COMMENTS: Jenni—Pinobee I

a solid platform-style game I

I with enough innovative twists on I

I the tried-and-true formula to I

I keep players interested. It looks I

I great, it plays great and it's only I

I on Game BoyAdvance. That’s the
|

l GBA difference!

For multiplayer action, Atlus is right on the ball.

full ofoptionsandplayer partic-

ulars that you can micromanage, including t(

formation, agility and toughness. Vibrant graph-

ics, bouncy tunes and tight controls round out a

great package, which is especially recommended

for its two-player action. If an in-your-face, wham- 1

bam multiplayer riot is what you're after, SDBA is

one Pak you won’twant to dodge.

In gym class, dodge ball can be a traumatic experi-

nce.As a video game, it’s pure, twisted fun. Ifyou’re

a seasoned gamer, you probably have fond memories

of Super Dodge Ball for the NES, one of the most

irresistible multiplayer games of its day. The knock-

down fon still holds up in Atlus's colorful update.

Super Dodge Ball Advance, and after one round in

the human shooting gallery, the kooky appeal of the

game will hit you right between the eyes like an on-

target ball jettisoned by the school jock.

SDBAs action is frantic and armed to the teeth

with cool ways to pelt your opponents. By usingbut-

ton combos, you can hurl gravity-defying pitches like

die Snake Shot, Pause Shot. Sidewinder or Multi-

shot. For control freaks, SDBA boasts a locker room

COMMENTS: Alan—it has enough strategy el

ments to make it deeper than most sports tides. I

George

—

There’s not a lot to it, but it is well made I

with fun, stylized graphics and good play control. I

Drew

—

Every lazy P.E. teacher knows you can keep I

a bunch ofchildren happy by handing them a pile of I

rubber balls and letting nature I

take its course. If you don’t enjoy I

smacking opponents in the head I

with rubber balls in front of an I

audience of pandas, then you just I

don’t know how to have fun. f

Jill

—

One of the best new games I

for Game Boy Advance.
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Kalling all kars! Kool kart racing
Though most go-cart game fans associate the high-
speed silliness with Mario Kart, Konami hits the
well-traveled road to roll out its own all-star kart
racer. Of course, the term "all-star" is used loosely,
since most of Konami’s characters haven't even
appeared in North America. Goemon the Mystical
Ninja, Castlevanias Dracula and a few no-name
stars hit the wacky roads in loony locales like outer
space and lava beds to compete in a speedy search
for goodies—like missiles and hole diggers—and
coins good for boosting the strength of power-ups.
Jumps and boosts dot the 16 obstacle-filled road-
ways, and your bouncy cars responsive steering and
ability to hop will make navigating a bit more man-
ageable, if not altogether “krazy.”

is koming!

To keep the race interesting,

you must compete for a new license after complet-
ing each four-race circuit. By clearing a Time
Attack speed trial and a one-on-one race, you'll be
able to unlock a new circuit.You'll also receive new
hints and info in your "e-mail” box, which appears
on the game’s fun Windows-style computer menu.
The cute setup, characters and backdrops make your
road trip a fun one, and the winding tracks and per-
sistent competitors will remind you that cute can be
challenging, too.

COMMENTS.' Alan

—

Why is Mario's hair blue?
Oh, wait. I’m not playing Mario Kart after all, but I

minhr well be. George—Character obscurity
1

aside, the game is a decent Mario
Kart-style racer. Drew—There I

isn't a lot ofvariety in the courses, L

despite their cosmetic differences. I

Sonja—The graphics are good
1

and two-player mode is fun— H
especially Battle Mode. I dig tire 1
soundtrack.

Mario Bros, and Super Mario Bros. 2 advance onto GBA.
One of the coolest features of the GBA is its four- While the SMBa portion of
player capability, and that multiplayer perk is what Super Mario Advance hardly maximizes the
really makes Super Mano Advance shine. SMA fea- Game Boy Advance’s potential (the improved
tures two classic Mario hits in one. and the multi- graphics don't quite reach the level ofsome other
player half of the game is an update of the arcade GBA graphics), the game’s classic hop-and-bop
classic, Mano Bros. Up to four players can link their action provides reliable fun. The adventure half of !

GBAs and Super Mario Advance cartridges to play SMA is considerably better than your average side-
simultaneously and cooperate, clearing arenas by scroller, and it’s definitely a fon diversion foTplayers
punching floors to topple enemies that are walking who are taking a break from the superior, multi-
on them Cooler yet, if only one player has Super player bliss of four-player Mario Bros.
Mario Advance plugged into a GBA, the odier players
can link their empty GBAs to it to compete in a Bat- COMMENTS:Chris—The game play is true to the
tie Mode version ofMano Bros, set in a single arena, original, and the character voices are nice additions
For solo adventurers, Super Mario Advance Drew-Primitive by comparison to Rayman.

dusts off the NES adventure. Super Mario Bros. 2. Alan—Why remake SMB2 when SMB3 is an infi-

litely better game? Yawn. Mario

the other hand is

piece ofwork, adding an extra star

to SMAs score. Andy

—

There are

enough added features to make
the experience seem new. Four- I

player mode is the way to play.
|

simultaneous

• Game Link compatible -

(multi- and single Game
Pak options available)
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and sub.The play control could

use a little fine tuning since well-timed jumps are I

the order of the day in the game. The cheesy, I

thumping music is almost as grating—but then I

so is the over-the-top ’tude of the game. Cows.

Snot.A level called "Buttville." EWJ's standard hop-

and-collect action gussiedup with irreverent humor

isn't quite as clever as it wants to be, but it’s not a

bad ride, either. Big fens of the worm, side-scrollers

or offbeat jokes will get the most out of the game.

Before the recent spread ofmad cow disease, Earth-

worm Jim was busy taking his toll on unsuspecting

video game bovines. The first outbreak of EWJ mad-

ness appeared in 1994 when Majesco debuted the

superworms rude, crude and ridiculous side-scroller

for the Super NES. Variety was his trademark, and

while firing your blasters and harassing cows were

standard objectives, how and where you’d perform

those tasks would vary.

The GBA version faithfully brings back the game

in all its off-kilter glory, and gamers who are easily

bored will find plenty of varied busywork in EWJ’s

seven-stage adventure. Armed with a couple of

blasters loaded with limited ammo, you’ll jump on

COMMENTS: Chris—The game is still obnox-

ious, both in game play and failed humor. Sonja

It's a classic, and you’ve got to love a game with

psycho puppies. It’s a little tough to see on the^ GBA, though. A little more

brightness would have been a

good idea. Oliver—Too much
' M 1 character, not enough solid game

play. Alan—Sure, the bosses are

predictable and ii feels dated, but

you ride a hamster!

ledges, dangle from cablesand ride a hamster, rocket

Adventuring in the jungle is going to get a little Harry.
J

j '80s, Activision debuted Pitfall, and it and perfom, levitating yog*
,

fthe most innovative game, that Atari when you ok extended bmaksJ.Youll have lots of

f
had ever seen The game's Indiana mows to use, mo, but mastering them is an ad.en-

ired hero, Pitfall Harry, has starred in a mm in itself. Among other things, Hany iaeks the
|

iequels since hi. auspicious debut, but gn.ee of fellow jungle explomr.
Ian. Cn.lt, and h.s 1

„ been as revolutionary as the original, clumsy contmls will have you Hhng out of mes and

, Adventure, starring Harry's son, Pitfall amidenudly bumping into monkeys mom often than

is no exception, though the run-of-the- my person should ever be allowed Then agarn. its a

cruller (based on a Super NES game) is jungle out item, »d Maym Adventum pmv.de,

snably fin. romp in the jungle. plentyofcampy, old-school, chest-beatmg acnon.

COMMENTS: Jmm-.o it M. -
ike Tarean. The game’s strong suit is its vari- good ol’ Pitfell, which is nice. Jill There

gives Harry Jr. plenty of funny animations exciting moves, but the graphics

;

vildlv when springing from bungee vines other GBA games. Alan—The p

as most

horrid.

Wha? Whaaaa?

DREW

Oliver

sown -prtHr

Vlild violonco.
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id voices. Despite the

da wide variety of
i bit limiting. If you dig

so nde
i
or g aptocs that will get you revving into overdrive- it s lop Gear s

primo Course Edit mode that enables you to create personalized tracks. .

Only hard-core fans of pay-per-itv-i -ji . — I'-r h*-' vio»v fights will want to go to the mat

NiiSfn^t:
9raphlc

.

a,|y undervvhelming mix of superstar wrestling,

BL
i

9h
u

n9, marl,al arts - choppy animation and sluggish controls

S5n hni -rirto I
s t0n

?
° f™scle'bound moves and over 100 characters,

Tj ,

b
.
u
.

1 as'de hs four-player Game Link Battle Royal Mode, Fire Pro

Bp Wrestling looks and feels like it should be for GBC rather than GBA

ffj Based on Disney's animated feature,
GBC with a iumo-and-run side-scrniit

TOP GEAR GT CHAMPIONSHIP

• Kemco/32 Megabits
'

• i id 4 players simultaneously

• Game Link compatible
£

(multiple Game Paks I

FIHE PRO WRESTLING
• BAMI/64 Megabits

•1 to 4 players simultaneously

• Game Link compatible h

DISNEY'S ATLANTIS: THE

LOST EMPIRE

• THQ/16 Megabits

*1 player

• 5 playable characters

% « -2

% Sl % . m ^
% % % *

KS)©@

Gel il now! Good! & Forget it.

Hot stuff! Not so hot. (^) Avoid!!! I

ESRB RATINGS^-
The Entertainment Software Rating Board evaluates
each games contentand assigns one ofthe following rat-
ings to reflect the appropriate age group for the game.

^1 Early Childhood ^Jleen (13+) 0 Adult (18+)

CRITICAL MASS
Each game’s overall score is an
average of all of the critics’

scores. To describe their unique,

personal tastes, each of NP’s
diverse critics has ranked 10
game genres in order of prefer-

ence, with the favorite type of

game appearing first.

AUH: @®®®@©Q®*®
flint: ©@0®®®©@®®
CHRIS: ©®®®@®*0Q®
HR* ©®O®©®0®®@
GEORGE: ®©®®®*Q0®@
JASflN: ©®®©©@®®®@

* ©®®®©*®@®®
Jim ®Q©@®®®©®®
OUVfR; ©®©®@®®®®0
scan:

sown: ®®®®©@®©«®
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COMING NEXT ISSUE . .

.

Volume M' July 2 001

Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 2

Skate or die on the

Game BoyAdvance and

the N64 with two mad tight

games calledTony Hawk’s Pro Skater 2. Be with us

next month to glean all the raddest info about

both games with a review of Skater 2 for the

GBAand a preview ofSkater 2 for theN64.

It’s sick, dude!

E3 Wrap Up
What did we see at E3? Find out in our E3

Wrap Up in July, when we answer the ques-

tion, “What happens when the NP Krew

hits L.A.?" We'll have photos, impressions,

testimonials, insider info and more.

Castlevania: Circle of Che Moon
If you find vampire-battling to

be a real pain in the neck, be sure

to check out next month’s NP!

Our blood-curdling Castlevania:

Circle of the Moon review will

explain how to get Dracula down

for the count!

Pokemon Crystal

Gaze into our Pokemon Crystal preview for

more information on the latest Pokemon

Pak. We’ll foretell the future of Pokemon

gaming with a glimpse at the new trainer,

BattleTowerand other Crystal exclusives.

• MEGA MAN BATTLE NETWORK

• BOMBERMAN ADVENTURE

• DRAGON WARRIOR III

• LUFIA: THE LEGEND RETURNS

• THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: ORACLE OF AGES

AND ORACLE OF SEASONS PASSWORD GUIDE
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When you have twice the challenge aneaa

prepared. Get ready with The Official Nint

Guide for The Legend of Zelda: Oracle of

Oracle of Ages. It's a double dose of adv<

from the people who know The Legend <

pros at Nintendo Power!

\ w Detailed maps of all the dungeons and towns in hot

U Link's latest Game Boy Color adventures

Vh Strategies for all puzzles and battles, including (

fA W special loldout section on the ultra-challenging

|& Hero's Caves

RU Information on the hidden loca- i

'Wf lions of every Magic Ring and

H A\ ” dungeon-dominating weapon jfy

HKH The goods on password f
tftfeUA W links that let you transfer

| ^
EpfSi

”
data from one game to <!
another /"; [

1 -800-882-0053
or, to order from our expanded line-u

www.nintendo.com

Over 1,000,000 Zelda fans have looked

Power Player's Guides as their source

every game in the Legend of Zelda ser
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